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Samenvatting 

Supervisory control speelt een belangrijke rol in de procesindustrie. Het wordt toegepast voor het 
opstarten en stilleggen van een produktieproces, bij sequentiële produktieprocessen en voor vei
ligheidsregelingen in een fabriek. Daarnaast kan supervisory control nog op een hoger hiërarchisch 
niveau worden aangetroffen in de vorm van management, logistiek etc. 

Het doel van het project is om een methode the ontwerpen voor een "model-based supervisory con
troller" voor "discrete-event" processen. Een "event", een gebeurtenis, kan worden voorgesteld 
als een procesgrootheid die een grens overschrijdt. Voorbeelden van "events" zijn: de temper
atuur in een reactor die boven een waarschuwinglimiet uitstijgt, het niveau van een substantie 
in een tank die beneden een gewenste waarde zakt, een batchproces dat klaar is etc. Events 
kunnen gedetecteerd worden met detectors, die "domain observers" worden genoemd. Het model 
van discrete-event proces kan worden gezien als het daadwerkelijke continue proces en de do
main observers. Dit model zal gebruik worden, tesamen met de performance specificaties, om de 
supervisory controller te ontwerpen. 

Het doel van dit afstudeerwerk is geweest om een methode te ontwikkelen voor het analytisch 
opstellen van "discrete-event" modellen. Hierbij wordt gebruikt gemaakt van het continue model 
van het te regelen proces gegeven tesamen met de discretisatie, welke in de vorm van een set 
grenzen wordt gegeven. Het continue model, een set differentiaalvergelijkingen van het proces, kan 
opgesteld worden door gebruik te maken van behoudswetten, zoals massabalansen, energiebalansen 
etc. 

Met behulp van de ontwikkelde methode kunnen discrete-event modellen worden opgesteld voor 
alle lineaire continue modellen van een proces. De methode was uitgebreid voor een grote groep van 
niet-lineare procesmodellen, die niet-lineair in de toestand zijn. Niet-lineariteiten in de invoer naar 
het proces, maar linear in de toestand, kunnen aangepakt worden met de methode voor lineaire 
modellen. De methode resulteert in een snelle calculatie van de discrete modellen aangezien geen 
integratie wordt toegepast. 
Daarnaast is een eerste aanzet voor een supervisory controller gedaan. Een paar voorbeelden zijn 
uitgewerkt waarin de discrete-event modellering is toegepast en de controller is gebruikt. 
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Summary 

Supervisory control plays an important role in the process industry. It is used forstart-up and shut
shown of plants, control of sequentia! processes and for safety supervision in plants. Supervisory 
control also applies to higher hierarchical levels such as management, logistics etc. 

The objective of the project is to develop a model-based supervisory controller for discrete-event 
processes. An event can be represented as a process quantity that crosses a boundary. Examples 
of events are: the temperature in a reactor that rises above a warning limit, the level in a tank 
that drops below a desired value, a batch process that is completed etc. Events can be detected 
by detectors, which here are called "domain observers". The discrete-event model of the plant can 
be seen as the continuous model of the actual plant and the domain observers. This model will 
be used, tagether with the performance specifications, to design a supervisory controller. 

It was the objective of this final-year project to develop a method for analytica! derivation of 
discrete-event models, given the continuous model of the plantand the state-discretisation, which 
is given in the form of a set of boundaries for each state variable. The continuous model of the 
plant, a set of differential equations, is obtained by using conservation laws such as mass and 
energy balances etc. 

Using the developed method, discrete-event models can be derived for general linear continuous 
models of a plant of any dirneusion and complexity. This was in the continuation extended to 
include a large class of non-linear plant models, that are non-linear in the state. Non-linearity's in 
the input, but linear in the state, reduces to the linear case. The method results in fast calculation 
of the discrete-event models, since no integration steps are used. Also a first approach towards 
control issues are clone. Discrete-event models and control are worked out in a couple of examples. 

lll 
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Chapter 1 

Intrad uction 

Discrete-event controllers are frequently encountered in the process industry, both at the individual 
process level and at the entire production process level. 

Discrete-event controllers can replace conventional controllers, such as PID-controllers, in many 
situations where no strict performance requirements have to be met. For example, in the case of 
temperature control in housing spaces. In this case, if the temperature increases over a desired 
temperature limit, the heater is switched off. Below the desired temperature limit, the heater 
is switched on. In this case, an event is defined by the crossing of a temperature limit. This 
means that, typically, the temperature in the house will oscillate continuously around the desired 
temperature, but this is in most cases perfectly acceptable. 

In spite of their relative lack of performance precision, discrete-event controllers have two important 
advantages. They are easy to implement, for example using PLC's, relays etc. Moreover, their 
structural simplicity makes these type of controllers very reliable. 

A very important application of discrete-event control is in supervisory controL Supervisory 
controllers are used for shut-down, start-up and sequencing of operations. Conventional controllers 
cannot deal with these aspects. Also if the process is required to operate at a different operating 
point, a conventional controller cannot adjust its control parameters by itself. A supervisory 
controller can detect the change, and may retune the parameters of the conventional controllers, 
suitable for this new operating point. In this case, the discrete-event controller plays the role 
of a simple adaptation scheme, sametimes termed "parameter scheduling". It has the important 
advantage that it does not act continuously, but only when triggered by some specific mismatch 
in the functioning of the process. 

Another very important area of application for supervisory controllers is safety and handling of 
hazard issues. The applicability of supervisory control in such a matter is illustrated in [EK96) by 
the following example. In a manually operated chemica! plant in Germany, two components were 
fed into a continuously stirred tank reactor. Under normal conditions the two components were 
mixed, which resulted in a slowly starting, but strongly exothermic reaction. In order to control 
the reaction rate of the process and thus the temperature, a cooling system was used. When the 
secoud component was added in the tank reactor the temperature did not show an increase. The 
cause was that the stirring unit had not being switched on. The secoud component accumulated 
on top of the first component and almost no reaction took place. The operators realised that 
sarnething was wrong, and discovered the problem with the stirrer. They anticipated that much 
heat would be created soon, so they started the stirrer to improve the heat transfer to the cooling 
system. This action led to an immediate strong reaction. The result was an irreversible event. The 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

problem could have been avoided if a model-based supervisory control-unit was used, which would 
have detected that the stirrer was not switched on and had not allowed the second component to 
he fed into the tank before the stirrer and the cooling system were switched on. 

The applicability of supervisory control is not restricted to process controL It can also be found 
on a higher hierarchical level of management in a company. This includes logistics, production 
organisation, such as feed stock, product distribution, storage, delivery etc. In this area, supervi
sory control can be used to deal with operation of flexible production lines, capable of reacting to 
frequent changes in the customer's request. 

Other areas in which supervisory control has found or is expected to find important applications 
are automation of telecommunications, traffic control ( automation of traffic lights, resolving traffic 
jams etc.) and flight controL 

The above mentioned example of a chemica! plant points out another issue: The necessity of 
having a discrete-event dynamic system model, which for safety reasons must be complete i.e. it 
must include all possible transitions between the discrete states. As mentioned above, the discrete
event controller can be implemented in a PLC. These controllers are programmed by engineers 
that use their know-how of the process. In critica! cases this approach is supplemented by using 
simulations to test the closed loop behaviour of the supervised plant. The problem is that the 
accuracy and the completeness of the controller is dependent on the knowledge of the engineer. 
In a normal plant the number of events that may occur, is large. So there is a chance that an 
engineer may overlook the possible existence of an event. In this thesis we give a metbod that 
provides a discrete-event model which is complete for alllinear models of the plant and for a large 
set of non-linear models. 

For the design of a discrete-event controller we will make use of the discrete-event dynamic model of 
the process, which is the model of the continuous plantand a set of event-detectors. The continuous 
model of the plant is a set of differential equations descrihing the plant's behaviour. The event
detectors send a signal to the controller if an event takes place. In the housing temperature control 
the system could only he in two discrete states: temperature too low, temperature good. In a 
batch reactor the number of discrete states may be much larger, including warning and alarm limits 
for the temperature, but also for other quantities such as level, concentratien etc. For the batch 
reactor with two warning limits and two alarmlimitsof the temperature and also for the level, the 
number of discrete states are equal to nine. This rapid increase of discrete states causes what is 
known as the state-explosion problem. This is a typical problem in discrete-event dynamic system 
modelling, that can be partially answered by computer-intensive methods. More sophisticated 
solutions such as a hierarchical structure of the discrete-event model are being investigated, but 
they do not fall into the scope of this thesis. 

1.1 Literature overview 

From the rich existing literature, we discuss here some recent articles that have influenced the 
research for this thesis. 

Engeli et al. [EK96] identify the sourees of hybrid systems. A general framework for modelling 
of hybrid systems is described. However the analysis of mixed discrete-event control and dis
cretejcontinuous plants is not yet available, but they estimate that the theoretica! progress and 
the available tools and synthesis of controllogic will become feasible within five years. 

Lunze [Lun92] discusses the problem of qualitative modelling of discrete-time continuous state 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

systems for which only quantised measurement 1 is available. A model is derived which de
scribes the qualitative trajectory for a given initia! state and the qualitative input sequence, 
U= {!f(O), !!(1), ... , if(T- 1)}, which is a given set of commands (discrete inputs) for the time 
interval t = [0, ... , T] with a fixed horizon T. 

Raisch [Rai93] discusses the idea that the continuous plant can be reconstructed from a sequence 
of measurements, if certain observability conditions hold. lf certain controllability /reachability 
conditions hold the plant can be transferred in any desired point of ~n by applying a suitable 
sequence of control inputs. 

Kumar et al. [KG95] discuss another approach to discrete-event modelling. The control corre
sponds to disabling transitions (crossing boundaries) of the discrete-event dynamic system. Two 
cost-functions are used: One cost-function for disabling transitions and one cost-function for 
penalty if an undesired state is reached. The objective is to minimise the sum of the cost-functions. 

Dogruel [Dog95] discusses the stability of discrete-event dynamic systems and considers reachabil
ity issues. For the control strategy, the Sliding Mode Control approach is developed for discrete 
state systems. Control strategies for hybrid systems are based on Lyapunov functions. The res
olution of the state-discretisation is discussed i.e. the number of boundaries needed to obtain a 
deterministic discrete-event dynamic model. 

Preisig [Pre96a] describes an analytica! approach to derive the discrete-event dynamic model for 
a large class of linear systems. The approach constituted the starting point of this thesis. 

1.2 Outline of this thesis 

As mentioned in section 1, a very important issue for safety is the completeness of the discrete
event dynamic model of the plant. In Chapter 2 a metbod is presented for deriving the discrete
event dynamic model for generallinear systems and a large class of non-linear systems, given the 
continuous model of the plant, the boundaries and the set of commands, which is a set of discrete 
inputs. The boundaries define then the state discretisation. For each of the discrete states we 
examine if a transition to a neighbouring state can occur. The possibility is verified by looking at 
the sign of the first derivative on the boundary, for a given discrete input. 

In Chapter 3 a first approach of a discrete-event controller is discussed, using the discrete-event 
dynamic model of the supervised system. In order to be implemented, the controller needs to be 
deterministic. Given the current discrete state, from the discrete-event dynamic model, a discrete 
input is chosen which may trigger a transition to a discrete state which is closer to the desired 
sub-domain. 

In Chapter 4 some examples are worked out. The first example is the derivation of the discrete
event dynamic model of level and temperature in a water tank. This is a non-linear system that 
can be solved using the given method, discussed in Chapter 2. The second example discusses 
discrete-event control of a tank with two inflows and one outflow. The objective is to drive the 
level and the temperature in the tank between two boundaries. The third example consists of the 
discrete control of an inverted pendulum. 

In Chapter 5 .some conclusions and recommendations to future research are given. 

1 we use the term 'event' 
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Chapter 2 

Modelling of discrete-event 
dynamic systems 

2.1 ModeHing of hybrid systems. 

The overall system, as depicted in figure 2.1 is in this context called a hybrid system. It consistsof 
a continuous plant which is affected by its environment and the discrete-event dynamic controller. 
The measured output is fed into the domain observer were state transitions are being detected. 

commands 

f Supervisory 
r------~ Controller 

Plant 

Envh:~ment 

output 

output 

x events 

Domaio 
Observer 

'' '' 

Discrete-event dynamic system : : 

Figure 2.1: Supervisory control of a continuous plant. 

The objective of the project is to model the subsystem, the discrete-event dynamic system, in 
figure 2.1 indicated by the dashed box. The discrete-event model shalllater be used to design the 
supervisory controller, given the performance specifications of the closecl-loop plant. The ultimate 
objective is thus control, though this work is mainly concerned with the rnadelling problem. 
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CHAPTER 2. MODELLING OF DISCRETE-EVENT DYNAMIC SYSTEMS 

We explain now each component of the hybrid system in some detail. 

2.1.1 Plant 

The plant represents the physical/chemical plant and the underlying continuous and potentially 
also time-discrete controllers. The control structure is hierarchical: The supervisory controller 
is located on top of the structure. The model of a continuous plant is described by a number 
of differential equations. These equations can be derived by establishing the mass and energy 
balances which describe the plant's behaviour. In this thesis state-space modelsof the process are 
used. Van de Vegte defines state-space models as follows [vdV90]: 

Definition: A state-space model is a description in terms of a set of jirst-order differential equa
tions which are written compactly in standard matrix farm. 

Why are state-space models used ? Wolovich states [Wol94]: R.E. Kalman persuasively argued 
that state-space models, based on differential equations, were required for more advanced control 
system investigations. Kalman also believed that the classica[ models aften obscured the physical, 
internal nature of dynamic systems and that internal (state-space) descriptions were required to 
define and explain such fundamental concepts as controllability and observability, as well as to 
"optimise" controlled system performance. Numerous researchers agreed with Kalman, thereby 
initiating the so called modern approach to control system analysis and design. 

The model of the plant, consisting of mass balances, energy balances etc. is a set of nth order 
differential equations. This set of nth order differential equations can be rewritten in a set of 
first-order differential equations. The variables that appear as differentials in time, describe the 
change of the system. They are together a possible state vector. Thus the process model can 
he rewritten in a state-space model. In formula form a state-space model can be represented as 
follows: 

where: 

.f. 
.. .. 

lf 
.. .. 

(2.1) 

state of the system . 
the input vector into the system, here an discrete-event signal from the super
visor. 

The effects the environment has on the plant, the vector d., are internal to the discrete-event 
dynamic system. (The tilde indicates, in this thesis, discrete-event signals.) When a linear or 
linearised state-space model is used, the model can be represented more simply: 

where: 
A .. .. 
B .. .. 
c .. .. 
D .. .. 

the system matrix. 
the input matrix. 
the output matrix. 

_4: = 4.f. + B f! 
J!..=C~+Df! 

feed-through matrix 

The benefit of using state-space modelscan be explained in figure 2.21 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

The plant has an output vector y, the measurement signals. The output vector is a function of the 
state of the system. The current state of the system, is a" summary of the foregoing", containing 

1 In this figure the domain observer as shown in figure 2.1 is not shown. The box, labelled controller, represents 
the supervisory controller together with the domain observer. 
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CHAPTER 2. MODELLING OF DISCRETE-EVENT DYNAMIC SYSTEMS 

Plant 

+-
"l(t) 

Output 

~(t) 

output 

~(t) 

Figure 2.2: Deterministic control situation with state reconstruction using a state estimator. The 
plant is controlled, using a feedback controller. The dashed box shows the plant model, except that 
it has been modified to accommodate the correction signa[. 

the information of all inputs Y. that are provided to the system so far. When the state of the 
system at time t := t0 and the input function from time t := to to t := to + Jt are known, the 
output at a time t := t0 to t := t 0 + Jt can be calculated, as shown in figure 2.3. 

t t+8t 

Figure 2.3: Given the input function at time t -+ t + Jt and given the state at time t the output 
of the plant can be calculated for the timet+ Jt. 

In order to derive an optima! controller it is necessary to have knowledge about the actual state 
~of the plant. In practice the size of y is almost always smaller than the size of~· This implies 
that not every state variabie is measurable. For example, the concentration of a substance in a 
chemica! reactor is not easy to measure. To overcome this problem a state estimator (for example 
a Kalman filter or a Luenberger observer) can be used to reconstruct or estimate the entire state, 
using the output signa! and the state-space model. More detailscan be found in [Kok90]. A state 
estimator can be a part of a domain observer, which will be discussed next. 
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CHAPTER 2. MODELLINO OF DISCRETE-EVENT DYNAMIC SYSTEMS 

2.1.2 Domain observer (DO) 

Figure 2.4 shows a more detailed representation of this component in the scheme. 

y(t) 

~ 
I State estimator !(t) .. Discretisation unit _R(k') J Event detector ~(k) 

I 
r+ 

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of a Domain Observer. 

The state-estimator, is used to estimate the state of the system, using the plant's input, jl, and 
output, Jb at the presence of noise on the output signa! and the presence of model inaccuracies. 

The event detector has as its input the state of the plant and reports events. What is then an 
event? Figure 2.5 contrasts theevent detection scheme with a continuous sampling scheme. Figure 
2.5a shows the continuously sampled system :E and figure 2.5b shows the event detection scheme. 
In both cases a discrete signa!, x(k) and x(k), is generated. In the first case, the k stands short 
for the time kT and in the second for Lvk n as in the first case T is constant, in the second Tk 
is not constant, the plant is the "doek", so to speak. 

I I 
x(t) I I x(k) I 

I I I I ----r---T--- I --- -r---- I f 
I T I T 
I I 

t, t2 t tI t2 t, t 
jigurea 

~' 
x(t) 

4 4 Domain 
------

'-~. 
3 3 

----
---:-- ~J 

' ' ' 2 2 ' ' ' ' 
--~-------;- ~2 

1 T2 TJ 1 
' 

T, 

jigure b t, t2 t, 
t ~. t, t2 t, t 

Figure 2.5: figure a :: time discretisation of a continuous time model of one state variable. 
figure b :: discretisation of a state space model of one state variable. 

Figure 2.5b shows a continuous-time model, where the domain of the state-space is partitioned 
into a set of sub-dornains using a set of boundaries (dashed lines). Such a sub-domain is called 
a discrete state. This set of boundaries define the size and the shape of the discrete states2 . A 
discrete state, x, is labelled with a symbol: 

Definition: Given a set Bx, of n; boundaries fora continuous state variabie x;, Bx, 
{/3[, ... , !3l, ~+I, ... , f3i}. The discrete state can be symbolised by the ordinal 
numberofboundaries: x;(k) := l,forx;(t)E(/3L~+ 1 ] ;lE{1,2, ... ,n;-1} 

2 The shape of boundaries is explained in figure 2.8 and 2.11 
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CHAPTER 2. MODELLING OF DISCRETE-EVENT DYNAMIC SYSTEMS 

The last element in the domain observer is the event detector. The term event is defined as 
follows: 

Event: If the continuous state has crossed over a boundary then a transition occurs from one 
discrete state to the next. The occurrence of such a transition is called an event. 

Only transitions between neighbouring discrete states are allowed. By choosing ordinal numbers 
to identify a discrete state, (the direction of) an event can he represented as 

x(k + 1) - x(k) é { -1, +1} (2.4) 

Sampling data is shown in figure 2.6. When the sample frequency is high enough, the difference 
between the ideal DO and the sampling DO are negligible. The definition (equation 2.4) of an 
event is only true i.e. only neighbour transitions are allowed, if the next property of the domain 
observer holds [Pre96b]: 

Neighbour-transitions between two discrete states can only occur iJ the signal satisfies a weak 
continuity condition and the state-event detector satisfies a Nyquist type of frequency of sampling. 
Thus the DO must sample Jast enough not to miss any events. 

L ( t)------.....-~ 
I 

L ______ €) 
Figure 2.6: The DO without sampling is the ideal DO. IJ the sample frequency is high enough, the 
difference between the two DO's is negligible. 

The state-event detector has a memory-unit which contains the last measured discrete state. This 
component can he described in the following program sequence: 

Measure the discrete state 
IF present discrete state <> previous discrete state 

THEN an event has occurred 
Send a signal to the supervisory controller that the event occurred. 
Store the present discrete state into memory 

END 

2.1.3 Supervisory controller 

It is the objective of the overall project to design the supervisory controller as a model-based 
decision unit. A finite autornaton representation was chosen to realise this objective. 

2.1.4 Environment 

This part represents the surroundings of the plant. This can, for example, he a room, another 
piece of equipment, a thermodynamic system with capacity i.e. everything that effects the plant 
through heat transfer, mass transfer etc. The part of the environment that is within the dashed 
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CHAPTER 2. MODELLING OF DISCRETE-EVENT DYNAMIC SYSTEMS 

box contains the modelled disturbances, the remairring part contains the uurnodeled disturbances. 
The uurnodeled disturbances are not considered in this thesis. It is obviously not possible to 
model the whole environment, but it should be pointed out that they may modify the resulting 
discrete-event dynamic system description of the plant. The modelled disturbances can be treated 
as an additional input. 

9 



CHAPTER 2. MODELLING OF DISCRETE-EVENT DYNAMIC SYSTEMS 

2.2 The two-dimensional oscillator- an illustrative example 

For the purpose of illustrating the notions introduced so far, let us consider a simple example. As 
shown in figure 2.7, a pendulum which can asciilate above the x1-x2 plane enclosed in a box with 
opaque walls. The only information that is available about the position of the pendulum inside 
the box is obtained through four slots in the walls of the box. These slots determine a partition of 
the box in nine regions as in figure 2.8 and the outside observer can only asses in which of these 
nine regions the pendulum is situated at the current moment, nut the particular position inside 
such a region is undetermined. 

Figure 2.7: The two-dimensional oscillator; a pendulum moves in the x 1,x2 plane. The pendulum 
can only be observed through the Jour splits. 

The state-space representation of the two-dimensional oscillator is given: 

. [ -1 2 ] 
~ = -3 -1 ~ (2.5) 

To give a discrete-event dynamic description of the two-dimensional oscillator the continuous state
space is discretised. The two states of the system are discretised using a set of boundaries for each 
of the variables, the location of the pendulum in the x 1 and x2 direction. The sets of boundaries 
in the x1 and x2 direction are given by the walls of the box and the slots: 

{ -1, -0.5, 0.5, 1} 

{ -1, -0.5, 0.5, 1} 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

Thus the domain of the continuous states, bounded by the wall, and the conesponding discrete 
state variables are: 

Continuous domain 
X1,X2 t [-1, 1] --t 

Discrete domain 
x1 , x2 t {1, 2, 3} 

(2.8) 

Combinations of all discrete states for every state variabie can be compactly written in a vector 
farm: The discrete-event state, the continuous subdomains defined by the grid of the boundary 
lines, are labelled (xl, x2)· 

Figure 2.8 shows a phase plane plot of the system with a sample set of trajectories. The partitioning 
of the state-space is shown by the boundary lines: 

x;- !3~ = 0, i:= 1,2; l := 1 .. . dim(B;) (2.9) 

10 
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(3,3) 

(3,2) 

0.8 

Figure 2.8: Discretisation of the continuotts phase plane of the two-dimensional oscillator. 

The sample trajectories in the phase-plot illustrate the transitions that may occur. For example, 
the system may have a transition from the discrete state (1, 2) to (2, 2) (solid trajectory which goes 
through the discrete state (1, 1)) and a transition from (1, 2) to (1, 3) (solid trajectories which start 
in the discrete state (2, 1)). For every discrete state the possible transitionscan be derived from 
this figure. This information is written in a tabular form, the state-transition table (table 2.1). 

Current state Possible next states 
(1,1) (1,2) 
(2,1) (1,1) or (2,2) 
(3,1) (2,1) 
(1,2) (1,3) or (2,2) 
(2,2) (1,2) or (2,3) or (3,2) or (2,1) 
(3,2) (2,2) or (3,1) 
(1,3) (2,3) 
(2,3) (2,2) or (3,3) 
(3,3) (3,2) 

Table 2.1: State transition table for the two-dimensional oscillator. 

11 
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2.3 A brief exposition to automata 

Our derivation of a discrete-event dynamic model makes use of finite automata. But what are 
automat a? Dogruel states: "Dynamic systems with finite state-space will re present the autonomous 
system which can be obtained by applying feedback to the system with input and output. Finite
state automata are known to be a generol form of such systems" [Dog95]. An example of an 
autornaton is the Mealy automaten, which is the basic description of a finite-state automaten. A 
mathematica! representation of a Mealy autornaton is defined as a five-tuple [Pre86]: 

M(U,X,Y,f,g) 

where: 
M .. The Mealy autornaton .. 
u .. The fini te set of inputs 
x .. The fini te set of states .. 
y .. The finite set of outputs 

f .. The transition function .. 
g .. The output function 

A graphical representation of a finite autornaton may be clone in various ways, for example state 
transition diagrams (state transition representing a directed graph where boundary lines mark the 
state and arcs represent the transition)and Petri nets [KR]. Petri nets can be seen as set of logica! 
AND ports which are interconnected. The building blocks of a Petri Net are: 

place :: A location on the graph signified by a circle. A place represents the state, for example 
temperature ok or level not ok. etc. It is defined by a Boolean. 

token :: A marker signified by a dot. If a place is true than the marker is placed in the place. 

are :: A line which is connected from a place toa transition or vice versa. The direction is shown 
with an arrow head at the end of the are. 

transition :: A transition is signified by a horizontal bar and represents the logica! AND port. 
If all places pointing to a transition via arcs are marked, i.e. are true, than the place(s) to 
which the transition points, are marked i.e. are made true. This action is called "firing" a 
transition. 

Input place :: Place which is connected to a transition via an are. The are points towards the 
transition. 

Output place:: Transition which is connected to a transition via an are. The are points towards 
the place. 

firing rule :: A transition fires if all input places are marked. The tokens are then removed from 
the input place and one token is placed in each of the output places. 

The previous descriptions can be illustrated with a simple example. If a persou wants to log in 
to a computer he is asked to provide two items: A user-name and a password. If both are correct 
only than the persou is given access to the machine. When hegets access then an e-mail program 
may be started. This simple sequentia! process can be graphically represented as shown in figure 
2.9. 
Petri Nets are useful to give a comprehensive representation of logically interlocked, sequentia! 
processes. Derivation of Petri Nets can, for example, be clone by transforming a Mealy autornaton 

12 
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Password correct. 

Access 
e-mail program is started 

e-mail running 

Figure 2.9: Schematic representation of the login process in the form of a Petri Net. The state of 
the Petri Net indicates the correct user-name has been inserted. 

into a Petri Net. They can also be constructed by the specific knowledge frorn an engineer about the 
process that has to be rnodelled. The disadvantage of the latter rnethod is that the cornpleteness 
of the Petri Net cannot be guaranteed, as will be explained next: 

Given a n-dirnensional state-space and given for each continuous state variabie a set of n; bound
aries. State discretisation results then in a very large nurnber of discrete states: 

Number of discrete states:: IT(n;- 1) (2.10) 

For two variables and five boundaries per variable, the nurnber is 16. This nurnber increases rapidly 
with the nurnber of states and the nurnber of boundaries. This is known as the state-explosion 
problem. If a large nurnber of discrete states have to be analysed by the engineer it is likely that 
state-transitions are overlooked. 

2.3.1 Finite-state autornaton 

In this thesis a finite-state autornaton will be used for the representation of the discrete-event 
dynarnic systern, which is a three-tuple: 

where: 
A 
u 
x 
f 

A(X,U,f) 

The finite state autornaton 
The finite set of discrete inputs 
The finite set of discrete states 
The transition function 

This autornaton will be presented in tabular forrn and denoted as an autornaton table3 . An 
exarnple of this autornaton table was already shown in section 2.2 where it was called a state
transition table. If one explores the entries for the current state (2, 1) in this table a first problern 

3 The autornaton is usually given as two tables: 1. A state transition table. 2. An output table. In this thesis only 
the state transition table needs to be calculated. The output of the discrete-event plant is the state or alternatively 
the discrete-event derivative. 

13 
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can he found. If (2, 1) is the current state than the next state can either he (1, 1) or (2, 2) i.e. 
the next state is not unique. This effect is known as non-determinism. The autornaton for the 
linear oscillatory system can graphically he represented in a state-transition diagram (figure 2.10). 

1,3 ~2,3 + 3,3 

p; .................................. ±···• .. •-±··· .. •······················ .. · 
1,2 • 2,2 -+ 3,2 

p; .................................... : ............ ; ................................. . 
. . 

+ ~ 
1,1 2,1 3,1 

Figure 2.10: State-transition diagram of the two-dimensional oscillator. 

A brief "Gedankenexperiment" results, that the non-deterministic nature of the discrete model 
is the result of the interaction between the trajectories and the boundaries. Choosing "better 
aligned" boundaries such as circles (figure 2.11) a deterministic autornaton is obtained. 

Figure 2.11: State-transition diagram of the oscillatory system. Circular partitioning results a 
deterministic automaton. 

As shown in figure 2.11 only transitions from the outer to the inner layer, defined as discrete 
states, occur. The possible transitions for circular discretisation are shown in the transition table 
(table 2.2). What information is contained in the automaton? Having derived the autornaton for 
the continuous plant, the autornaton gives a complete description of the discrete-event dynamic 
system. All possible transitions from one state to the next are stated. This automatically includes 
that if the current discrete state does not have a possible transition to the next state then this 
indeed will never happen, at least within the accuracy of the deterministic model. However, from 
the autornaton no information about time can he derived, because only transitions that might 
happen are found in the automaton, but not which transition is more likely to occur or how much 
time passes between two events. 

14 
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Current state Possible next states 
1 -

2 1 
3 2 
4 3 
5 4 

Table 2.2: State transition table for the two dimensional oscillator, using circular boundaries for 
discretisation. 

2.4 State discretisation of linear two-dimensional plants 

In the sixties automata would be derived using a brute force approach [Pre86]: Integrate the 
state equations of the plant model and seek the events through interpolation once the numerical 
integration procedure passes over a state limit. This problem has two major problems: 1. How 
to choose the initial conditions for the integration procedure in order to get a complete model. 
2. Integration is an expensive tooi in respect to the usage of computer time. 

A new approach was presented in [Pre93] at the IFAC 1993 World Congress. It presents a 
method for deriving a complete description of the autornaton table without using integration. 
The approach was limited to systems with monotone trajectories. The method was expanded 
by [Pre96a, Pre96b], but could only handle completely coupled systems. The derivation will be 
discussed next and will be expanded in order to handle general linear systems. The problem 
is how to devise an algorithm which computes the autornaton table, that contains all possible 
transitions. The two-dimensional oscillator, described in section 2.2, is used to explain the new 
approach. As explained before, the discrete-event model has nine states. We want to determine 
all possible transitions between these states that are allowed by the continuous evolution. Given 
the sub-domain in which the pendulum is situated at the current moment, the problem to find all 
the neighbouring sub-dornains in which the pendulum may be found at some time later. To this 
end, it is enough to analyse the behaviour of the system along the boundaries of the sub-domain 
in order to decide if a certain boundary can be crossed by a state trajectory of the system. That 
is, we have to look at the direction of the time derivative of the state trajectories that cross the 
boundary. Since we are only consiclering boundaries parallel to the co-ordinate axes, this analysis 
can be reduced to the sign analysis of some time-derivatives. For example, to see if the system 
can cross from region (1, 1) to (1, 2), it is enough to see if on the boundary between the two states, 
the derivative x2 may take positive values. This is in this case true. Indeed x2 is everywhere 
positive on this boundary. We can therefore include that transition (1, 1)--+ (1, 2) is possible, but 
the transition (1, 2)--+ (1, 1) is not. 

For a set of boundaries of a state variable, the first and the last element in this set are defined as 
the outer boundaries; these two boundaries may not be crossed by definition. For example, the 
level in a water tank has a maximum limit (else it overflows), the temperature of liquid water at 
the pressure of 1 bar has a lower limit of zero degrees Celsius etc. Consequently only the remaining 
boundaries of the set, the inner boundaries, have to be analysed. In the linear case a boundary 
may be split into two sections: One section where the sign of the first derivative is positive and the 
other where the sign is negative. This means that, in the two dimensional case, there is a point on 
the boundary where the sign of the first derivative is equal to zero. In case of the two-dimensional 
oscillator where the inner boundaries of x1 are analysed: 

Xl l,a~,x,<(,6~,,6~]= 0 <=? A(1, ·) ~ l,a~,x 2 <(,6~,,6~]= 0 

X1 i!3~,x 2 <(,6~,,6~]= 0 <=? 4(1, ·) ~ l,a~,x 2 <(,6~,,6~]= 0 
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The salution of these equations are two values for x2 , the intersection points x;• 2 1,6~ and x;•3 1,6~, 
on the two boundaries of x1 (In figure 2.12 shown as two small circles on the boundaries of xl). A 
line through the intersections points is drawn which splits the state-space in two sections. In the 
linear two-dimensional case, above this line the directions of the transitions are identical. Below 
this line the directions of the transitions are in the opposite direction. The directions of the 
transitions are given by the signs of the first derivative of x1 for any value of x2 greater than the 
intersection point on that boundary. For example in case of boundary f3[: 

sign(xl) = sign(A1,1 {3[ + A1,2 (x;•2 + Jx2)) 
= sign(A1,2 Jx2) 
= sign(A1,2) · sign(Jx2) 

(2.13) 

The coefficient of A1,2 determines thus the direction of the trajectory above and below the equi
librium line. 

Figure 2.12: Finding the transitions: The dashed lines represent the directions of the transitions; 
dashes to the left: negative transitions, dashes to the right: positive transitions. 

This procedure can also be applied for x2 on the inner boundaries of the set 82. The calculated 
events are all possible events that can occur for the oscillatory model. The colledion of the possible 
events can be represented in an autornaton table, as shown in table 2.3. 

(x1, x2) Xt x2 
(1, 1) +1 
(1,2) +1 +1 
(1,3) +1 
(2, 1) -1 +1 
(2,2) -1 +1 -1 +1 
(2,3) +1 -1 
(3, 1) -1 
(3,2) -1 -1 
(3,3) -1 

Table 2.3: The first column represents all discrete states. Column 2 - 4 represents the discrete 
first derivative of x1 and x2 i.e. D(~) := ~(k + 1)- ~(k). 
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2.5 (Partially) decoupled systems 

In the linear case, a state variabie x; is decoupled when the elements of the ith row of the system 
matrix A are all zero except the element A;,;. In this section the derivation of the autornaton table 
is discussed, for the case that the state-space equations are partially or completely decoupled. 

Definition: A system is partially decoupled if there exists at least one state variabie x i which is 
decoupled, i.e. 
Xj = Aj,j Xj + B(j, ·)i! 
A system is completely decoupled if all state variables x; are decoupled, i.e. 
i:; =A;,; x;+ B(i, ·)i!, i:= 1 ... n 

We consider in the sequel only partially decoupled systems. The similar analysis for completely 
decoupled systems is straightforward. Given a state-space model of a system, where one variabie 
Xj is decoupled, two casescan be distinguished. First case: Element Aj,j is non-zero. In this case 

the lh state equation is set equal to zero 

0 (2.14) 

The solution of equation 2.14 is the value x;,o 

-1 
Xj,O = ~ (B(j, ·)_i!) 

),) 

(2.15) 

The line Xj = Xj,o, which we call an equilibrium line for the direction Xj, splits the boundaries 
along Xj into two sections: One section where the sign in the Xj direction is positive and one 
section where the sign is negative. The direction of possible transitions in the x; direction can be 
derived by calculating the sign of i:; above and below x;,o 

sign(xj) sign (Aj,j (xj,O + OXj) + B(j, ·)i!) 
sign(Aj,j) · sign(8xj) -

(2.16) 

In equation 2.16 (decoupled situation) the variations in Xj are examined while in equation 2.13 
(coupled situation) only the variations in x;, i =/:- j are analysed. Here the equilibrium line is 
orthogonal to Xj thus the domain where the sign(i:;) is positive/negative applies to all Xj. 

A second case in the decoupled situation occurs if every element of the lh row in the system 
matrix A is equal to zero. In this case a solution of equation 2.14 only exists if: 

Xj =0 ~ B(j,·)i!=O (2.17) 

The state-space is not split m two sections i.e. the direction of the possible transitions has 
everywhere the same sign: 

sign(xi) = sign (B(j, ·) !!) (2.18) 
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2.5.1 An example of a partially decoupled system: The double integra
tor 

As a physical system, the double integrator is a representation of Newton's second law 

F=m·x (2.19) 

Rewriting this law as a state-space model, one finds 

. [0 1] [0]-~= 0 0 ~+ 1 u uE{-1,0,+1} (2.20) 

To derive the discrete-event dynamic representation of the double integrator, the set of boundary 
values for the double integrator are chosen as: 

{ -oo, -1, -0.5, 0.5, 1, oo} 

{ -oo, -1, -0.5, 0.5, 1, oo} 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

Now the equilibrium lines are calculated by setting the first derivative for each of the two state 
variables equal to zero one finds 

Xt = 0 => X2 = 0 
x2 = 0 => u= 0 

(2.23) 

The equilibrium line only exists for the first state-space equation. State transitions in the x 2 

direction are solely dependent on the input u. Sirree the state equations are decoupled, the values 
for x1 and x2 for which i_ equals zero, are independent of the boundaries. The sign of the transitions 
from one subdomain to the next can be calculated by analysing the variations around the solutions 
of equations 2.23: 

sign(xt) = sign(x2 lx,=D +6 x2) = sign(6 x2) 

sign(x2) = sign(u) (2.24) 

The signs of the first derivatives of the variables of x1 and x2, as shown in equations 2.24, hold for 
all boundaries of x1 and x 2 . The automatontable can be drawn up, using the information gathered 
from the equations 2.24. For every value of the discrete input u, a column in the autornaton table is 
shown (table 2.4). The first column enfolds all discrete states. The other three columns represent 
the possible transitions in the x1 and x 2 direction, for a given discrete input. For example: Given 
the current state (x1, x2)(k) := (3, 3) and a discrete input u:= -1. The second column shows the 
possible direction of the next event: x1 may change in positive or negative direction (entry ±1) 
and x2 may only change in negative direction (entry -1) i.e.: 

Present discrete state state: -t possible next state: 

(3,3) 
-t { (2, 3) or ( 4, 3) ( direction transition ± 1) 

(3, 2) ( direction transition- 1) 
(2.25) 
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ü(k) 
x(k) -1 0 +1 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 +1 
2 1 -1 0 -1 0 -1 +1 
3 1 -1 0 -1 0 -1 +1 
4 1 -1 0 -1 0 -1 +1 
5 1 -1 0 -1 0 -1 +1 
1 2 0 -1 0 0 0 +1 
2 2 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 +1 
3 2 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 +1 
4 2 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 +1 
5 2 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 +1 
1 3 +1 -1 +1 0 +1 +1 
2 3 ±1 -1 ±1 0 ±1 +1 
3 3 ±1 -1 ±1 0 ±1 +1 
4 3 ±1 -1 ±1 0 ±1 +1 
5 3 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 +1 
1 4 +1 -1 +1 0 +1 +1 
2 4 +1 -1 +1 0 +1 +1 
3 4 +1 -1 +1 0 +1 +1 
4 4 +1 -1 +1 0 +1 +1 
5 4 0 -1 0 0 0 +1 
1 5 +1 -1 +1 0 +1 0 
2 5 +1 -1 +1 0 +1 0 
3 5 +1 -1 +1 0 +1 0 
4 5 +1 -1 +1 0 +1 0 
5 5 0 -1 0 0 0 0 

Table 2.4: Autornaton table for the double integrator. 
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2.6 Extension to higher dimensional systems 

Technica! systems are in general not two-dimensional. It is therefore necessary to extend the 
analysis. The extension wil! he clone in two steps: First to 3 dimensions (because it can still he 
visualised) and next to n-dimensions, n ~ 3. Again an illustrative example is introduced: the 
water-bath problem (figure 2.13). 

R 

Figure 2.13: The water bath problem. (H :: heater, W :: bath tub, S :: temperafure sensor, R :: 
room i.e. environment, s :: healing switch). 

The water-bath problem consists of three capacitive components and an environment component. 
An electrical heater is immersed in the water-bath. The heater supplies the water-bath with a 
constant energy iJE, when it is switched on. To measure the temperature, a temperature sensor 
is installed on the the water-bath. The water-bath looses heat to its environment the "room". In 
this model the room temperature is considered as a disturbance into the physical system . For 
this system it is desired to control the temperature of the capacities sensor, water bath and a 
heater within two temperature limits: temperature too high and temperature too low. The energy 
balance is used to model the system. For each of the elements the energy balance is formulated: 

Heater: eH~ -iiHw +WE (2.26) 

-hHAH(BH- Bw) + sijE 

Water Bath: Cw d~r iiHw- iiws- iiwR {2.27) 

hHAH(8H- Bw)- hsAs(Bw- Bs)- hRAR(Bw- 8R) 

Sensor: Cs~ iiws (2.28) 

= hsAs(Ow- Os) 

where: 
e .. temperature [I<] .. 
c .. heat capacity [kg J / ( kgK)] .. 
h .. heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2 I<)] 
ij .. heater duty 
A .. heat transfer area .. 
H .. heater 
w .. water bath .. 
s .. sensor .. 

The state-space variables are the temperatures of the heater, water-bath and the sensor. The 
input-vector consists of the switch sof the heater, and the room-temperature: 

[OH,Bw,Osf 
[s, 8RJT s f{O, 1} 

(2.29) 
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The state-space model of this system is in standard linear form 

(2.30) 

with 

hsAs ) 
-hsAs 

(2.31) 

As was shown in the linear two-dimensional case, state discretisation was clone using a set of 
boundaries for every state domain. Only transitions over inner boundaries were physically allowed. 
The minimum number of boundaries for a state variabie was set to two: the outer boundaries. A 
state variabie has only two boundaries if the domain of this particular variabie is not required to 
he partitioned. In this example, for every variabie a set of four boundaries is chosen 

B;E{ -oo, 30, 40, +oo} i:= 1,2,3 (2.32) 

Starting with the same approach as in the two-dimensional case, derivation of the autornaton 
table for this example is clone by calculation of the intersection points4 on the boundaries. In 
the two-dimensional case, the state-space was split by the equilibrium line, which is defined as 
the set of points in the continuous sub-domain for which the first derivative was equal to zero, 
in two sections. In this case the dimensionality increased by one. This implies that the set of 
intersection points is now a plane instead of a line. To simplify the problem a "projection" onto 
two dimensions is used. 

Analysis of phase plots was clone in two dimensions. In order to use the plots for higher dimensional 
systems projections are used. On the x-axis is that state x; chosen for which the first derivative 
along the boundaries is analysed. On the y-axis each of the state variables Xj, except x;, can he 
depicted, providing that the element A;,j in the system matrix A is non-zero. The last statement 
guarantees an intersection of the equilibrium plane with the boundary plane if the outer boundaries 
of the states are set to ±oo. This projection implies that all discrete states are kept at a constant 
value except Xj, which is reflected on the y-axis of the phase plot. The value of x;, which is 
reflected on the x-axis of the phase plot, is substituted by a boundary value, /3:. This way all 
possible transitions in the entire band, defined by the domain of x; and x j, can he calculated the 
same way as was clone in the linear two-dimensional case. 

The procedure is explained in the following example. In the bath tub case, iets try to determine 
all possible transitions for x2 . The switch of the heater is assumed to he off i.e. s = 0. In the 
second row of the system matrix A. = ë J., the state equation for variabie x2, each of the three 
elements is non-zero. On the x-axis, thestate variabie x2 is shown. Since the system matrix 
elements A2 I and A23 are both non-zero, either one of them can he shown on the y-axis of the 
phase plot. Now take for example x 3 as the variabie for the y-axis. This means automatically that 
the state variabie XI is projected; the discrete state variabie XI is assumed to he constant. For 
example XI= 2 i.e. xiE{/3r,/3rJ = {30,40}. For each ofthe two boundaries ofxi the intersection 

4 Find the points on the boundaries for which the first derivative, belonging to that boundary, is zero. 
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points in the x2 , X3 plot are calculated, the same way as was clone in the linear two dimensional 
case viz. by analysing the first derivatives of x2 : 

X2 lt>~,x 1 ,(tJ~.I>~] (x3) 

X2 lt>~ ,x 1 f(l>~ .I>~] ( XJ) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

The projection of the intersection plane (plane consisting of points in the sub-domain for which 
x2 = 0) onto the x2 , X3 plane is shown as a band. The boundaries are now split in three sections5 : 

One section where the sign of the first derivative x2 is positive, one section were the sign is negative 
and in the band the sign of the first derivative is positive and negative (figure 2.14, 2.15). 
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The sign change indicates that the edges of the projected band are the extremes of the intersection 
plane 

extreme : . 2 §' f' 3 
-{ 

X ((32 (31 X ) - 0 
x2(fJ1, (32, x3) = 0 

for the zth boundary line : {J~ - X2 = 0 (2.35) 

From figure 2.15 it is shown that, for x1 = fJr the extreme is a minimum and for x1 = [Jf the 
extreme is a maximum. Whether an extreme is minimum or a maximum, can be calculated from 
the state-space equations. Solving equations 2.35 for XJ at the zth boundary line of X2: 

A-,13 (A2,1fJtt+l + A2,2fJ~ + B(2, ·)ft) if A2,1 > 0 

minimum: •'' - { A-.,~3 (A2,2fJ~ + +B(2, ·)ft) if A2,1 = 0 ~ .-
A-.,\ (A2,tf3f' + A2,2fJ~ + +B(2, ·)ft) if A2,1 < 0 

(2.36) 

A-.,\ (A2,1fJf' + A2,2fJ~ + +B(2, ·)ft) if A2,1 > 0 

maximum: -'·' - { A-.,\ (A2,2fJ~ + +B(2, ·)ft) if A2,1 = 0 x3 .-
A-.,~3 (A2,1fJf'+l + A2,2fJ~ + B(2, ·)ft) if A2,1 < 0 

(2.37) 

where: 

x f {(Jd' (Jd' +1} 1 1 , 1 , d1 f {1, ... , (number of boundaries for x1- 1)} = {1, 2, 3} (2.38) 

Using the calculation of the minimaand the maxima for each of the state variables the transitions 
can be found easily; in the example offigures 2.14,2.15 the possible transitionsin the x2 direction 

5 The boundaries in the linear two-dimensional case were split in two sections 
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are: 
(2, 1, 3) 
(2,1,2) 
(2,1,1) 

f- (2,2,3) 
(2,2,2) 
(2, 2, 1) 

(2,3,3) 
(2,3,2) 
(2,3,1) 

(2.39) 

A new problem arises when one end (minimum or maximum) of the projected plane i.e. the band, 
crosses the examined boundary and at the same time crosses a boundary of the state variabie which 
is reflected on the y-axis. Then one of the extremes splits the state domain at a boundary grid
point. Handling such a case, the way as described above, might give problems when implementing 
the method. The problem is that it is not determined to which discrete state the intersectien 
belongs. Since the autornaton table is calculated using a digital device which works with a certain 
numerical precision, the intersectien of a boundary might then be associated with the wrong 
sub-domain. This problem occurs in the bath tub example when the possible transitions in the 
x1 direction are calculated (figure 2.16). To avoid this problem, the point is excluded from any 
discrete state: This can be numerically achieved by introducing a "white band" of a very small 
width (2é) 6 . In this "white band" no transitions are allowed. 
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Figure 2.16: Exception: intersection points lie on two boundaries. The solid line represents x1 = 0. 

Now the autornaton table for the bathtub problem can he derived. A numerical ( autornaton table) 
and graphical summary for this problem is presented in table 2.5 and figure 2.17. 
This completes the discussion of the linear, two dimensional and three dimensional case. The 
step to solve n-dimensional systems is now relatively straightforward. As shown in the three 
dimensional case, the three dimensional intersectien plane was projected onto a two dimensional 
projection plane. This projection only meant that one discrete state variable, Xk, was set constant 
i.e fh, was set to the two boundaries of the discrete sub-domain f3tk, fJtdl. This projection 
can also be used in an n-dimensional system (n?: 3). This then automatically implies that, using 
projections onto a two-dimensional plane, combinations of the remaining ( n- 2) state variables are 
made todetermine the transitionsin the entire band, defined by the domain of the state-variable, 
reflected on the x-axis, and the domain of the state-variable, reflected on the y-axis. Given a state 
variabie x; for which all possible transitions are calculated. Given a state variabie Xj for which 
the element A;,j in the system matrix A. is non-zero. Using projection on the x;, Xj band results 
in analysing all combinations of the remaining state variables: 

(2.40) 

This increasing number of combinations is again the state explosion problem 7 . In the linear 
n-dimensional case projection of the intersectien hyper plane 

x;(~, iD = o (2.41) 

6 The value ë is the numerical precision of the digital device, which is used to calculate the autornaton table. 
7 See also page 13 
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heater on 

Figure 2.17: Discrete-event model for the water bath problem. 
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u(k) 
i:(k) 0 +1 

1 1 1 0 0 0 +1 0 0 
2 1 1 - 1 +1 0 +1 +1 0 
3 1 1 - 1 +1 0 - 1 +1 0 
1 2 1 + 1 - 1 +1 +1 - 1 +1 
2 2 1 0 - 1 + 1 +1 - 1 +1 
3 2 1 - 1 ±1 + 1 0 ±1 +1 
1 3 1 +1 - 1 +1 +1 - 1 +1 
2 3 1 +1 - 1 +1 +1 - 1 +1 
3 3 1 0 - 1 +1 0 - 1 +1 
1 1 2 0 +1 - 1 +1 +1 - 1 
2 1 2 - 1 +1 - 1 +1 +1 - 1 
3 1 2 - 1 +1 - 1 - 1 +1 - 1 
1 2 2 +1 - 1 0 +1 - 1 0 
2 2 2 0 - 1 0 +1 - 1 0 
3 2 2 - 1 + 1 0 0 +1 0 
1 3 2 +1 - 1 +1 +1 - 1 + 1 
2 3 2 +1 - 1 +1 +1 - 1 +1 
3 3 2 0 - 1 +1 0 - 1 +1 
1 1 3 0 + 1 - 1 +1 +1 - 1 
2 1 3 - 1 + 1 - 1 +1 +1 - 1 
3 1 3 - 1 + 1 - 1 - 1 +1 - 1 
1 2 3 +1 ± 1 - 1 +1 ±1 - 1 
2 2 3 0 +1 - 1 +1 +1 - 1 
3 2 3 - 1 +1 - 1 0 +1 - 1 
1 3 3 +1 - 1 0 +1 - 1 0 
2 3 3 +1 - 1 0 +1 -1 0 
3 3 3 0 - 1 0 0 - 1 0 

Table 2.5: Autornaton table for the water-bath problem. 

onto the phase plane of state X i and x j results in a band, the same way as was shown in the three
dimensional case. This problem is linear and the projection has one minimum and one maximum. 
In the band, between the two extreme, the transition has a positive and a negative sign. Above 
and below the band the transition carries a single sign. The sign is dependent on the position of 
the maximum and the minimum. The equations 2.36, 2.37 which defined the maximum and the 
minimum of the projected hyper-plane can now be generalised to n-dimensions: 

xi_,l -1 I: A- f3ddl + I: Ai,kf3tk + Ai,i/3! + B(i, ·)i! (2.42) minimum: ·-
-J A-· •,k k 

•,J k k 
A;,k > 0 A;,k > 0 

k '# i,j k '# i,j 

-i,l -1 I: A· f3ddl + I: A;,kf3tk + A;,;/3! + B(i, ·)i! (2.43) maximum: xj .-A-. l,k k 
I,J k k 

A;,k > 0 A;,k > 0 

k '# i,j k '# i,j 

A problem occurs when more than one boundaries f3tk approach ±oo and in equation 2.43 plus 
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and minus infinity have to be added . To overcome this problem, let À.( i, ·) be the ith row of the 
system matrix A with: -

Á,, = { 

Three cases must be considered: 

{ -()() x~· 1 := 0 
+oo 

A;,k 

0 
A;,k 

if 13'/.• = +oo 
if fJt• f. ±oo 
if fJt• = -()() 

- Lk sign(fJk)À;,k < 0 
- Lk sign(fJk)À;,k = 0 
- Lk sign(fJk)Ài,k > 0 

In this case, it is easy to determine the minimum and maximum. 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

Decoupling of states reduces the dimensionality of the problem, as shown in the linear two
dimensional case. The procedure, which was explained in section 2.5 can now also be used for 
n-dimensional systems, without lossof generality. 

The described method handles systems of ordinary dimensions, but it does not get rid of the state 
explosion problem. 

2. 7 Extension to plants (linear in the state but) non-linear 
in the discrete inputs. 

Non-linear discrete inputs cannot be avoided, since this lies in the nature of the problem. Handling 
of these types of system will be discussed here. The extension is straightforward. Let the plant 
be given by 

(2.46) 

For a given input, the system matrix A is constant. Thus the case is a trivia! extension of the 
previous analysis for the n-dimensionaT system. The minima and the maxima of the projected 
intersection hyper-plane can be calculated by using the equations 2.43 and making use of the 
substitution 

A; k :=A; k(u) 
' ' - (2.47) 
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2.8 Derivation of the autornaton table for non-linear sys
tems. 

In this section, the method for calculating the autornaton tables for linear n-dimensional systems 
is altered to calculate autornaton tables for non-linear n-dimensional systems. The basic concept 
is the same: The boundaries are analysed for the existence of transitions. The computation, 
however, is different as one cannot take advantage of the projection, which yielded a reduction of 
one dimension. The projection idea could in principle be applied too, but it is not worth the effort 
as projection only saves one dimension at the time. In the linear case, the search for transitions 
over a boundary (3; is clone, by analysing the sign of the first derivative x; on the boundary. This 
idea wil! also be used here, for non-linear systems. 

The method is explained for a non-linear two-dimensional plant. Given the non-linear two
dimensional state-space model of a plant and a set of four boundaries for each of the two state 
variables: 

L(~,fl) ~ := [x1, x2f 

Bx, {/3}, /3~' /3~, /3t} 
Bx, ·- {f3i, /3~, /3~, {3i} 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

State discretisation results then in nine discrete states. The existence of transitions over a bound
ary is examined for an inner boundary along x1 , for example /3[. Left adjacent to this boundary are 
three discrete states, (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3). Right adjacent to this boundary are (2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3), 
as shown in figure 2.18. 

Figure 2.18: The boundary /3[ is examined for possible sign changes. The dashed areas represent 
the discrete states that are adjacent to the boundary. 

The idea is now to check for each of the three discrete states left from the boundary, if a transition 
is possible from a discrete state left from the boundary, toa discrete state right from the boundary 
and vice versa: 

(x1, x2) = (1, J) ~ (2, J) J := 1, 2, 3 (2.51) 

The situation displayed in equation 2.51 can only occur if the derivative x1 changes sign along the 
boundary that separates the two discrete states. Otherwise, if x1 is everywhere positive on this 
boundary, the only possible transition is towards the discrete state on the right, that is on which 
x1 takes greater values. It is thus clear that, in order todetermine the possible transitions, we have 
to analyse the sign of the derivative x1 along the boundary. The first thing to do is to check the 
sign of the derivative at the grid-points8 which lie on the boundary. If both signs occur at these 

8 These are the intersection points of the boundary lines and the extrema! points of the sub-dornains that define 
the discrete state. 
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points, the immediate condusion is, that both transitions are possible. The interesting case is 
when the values of the derivative at all grid-points have the same sign, say positive. Then we have 
to find out if there is no point on the boundary where the derivative becomes negative. This can 
be easily clone if we use an optimisation procedure to search for the minimum of the derivative. 
If the minimum of the derivative is also positive then the derivative is positive everywhere on 
the boundary. Otherwise, of course, there is a change of sign and both transitions are possible. 
Similarly, if the values of the derivatives at the grid-points on the boundary are all negative, 
we may search for a maximum in order to makesure the derivative is negative everywhere, or to 
decide that it changes sign. In both cases it is not, in general, necessary to iterate the optimisation 
procedure to the very end. If a sign change is detected, the search can be stopped. However, only 
by finding the absolute optimum, one can besure that the sign remains consistent. This aspect is 
limiting the applicability of this method as we shall point out below. 

In tigure 2.19 the value of x1 on the boundaries /3[, f3r is shown for a possible non-linear two
dimensional model. 

~· ',l. 
(1.3) i .. ··· (2.3) r(3.3) 

I 

(1,2) (2,2) J-~(3,2) 
·-1-

........... --~-- ---------------+--~-~~-----
:..._..; 
I 

(1,1) ~-+' (2,1) I i (3.1) 

13~ f3i 

0 0 

x, 

Figure 2.19: The inner boundaries of x1 are analysed for possible transitions. The dashed lines 
represent the value of the first derivative on the boundary. 

Let us examine the possible transitions between (1, 2) and (2, 2). At the grid-points ((/3[, f3n and 
(/3[, {3~)) the function x1 is positive. This means that the transition (1,2) --t (2,2) is certainly 
possible. Now the minimum of the function x1 lx,=.Bi on the interval [/3~, {3~] is negative, i.e. 
the transition (2, 2) --t (1, 2) is also possible. This minimum is unique and would be easy to 
find numerically. A different situation arises between (2, 2) and (3, 2). Again x1 is positive at 
the grid-points ( (f3r, {3n and (f3r, {3~)), but at the interval [/3~, {3~] this function has a positive 
minimum. If the optimisation procedure fails to detect the global minimum, the condusion might 
be that only the transition (2, 2) --t (3, 2) is permitted, and (3, 2) --t (2, 2) is impossible. This is 
dearly false. A Matlab program9 has been written to calculate the autornaton table for non-linear 
functions which can handle functions that have up to two maximaand / or minima per discrete 
state. Minimisation of the function is clone using the function constr .m of the optimisation tooibox 
ofMATLAB. 

The method described above can now be used for the remaining discrete states which are adjacent 
to the two inner boundaries of x 1 . The same can be clone for the two inner boundaries of x2. 

The calculation of the autornaton using this method can be used for non-linear systems of any 
dimension. 

9 See appendix A for program listings. 
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Chapter 3 

Discrete-event control: a first 
approach. 

We described in chapter 2 how to obtain a discrete-event dynamic model of the plant, given the 
continuous model of the plant, the set of boundaries and the set of discrete inputs. The discrete
event model was represented in the form of an autornaton table. In this chapter we discuss how 
the autornaton table may be used to derive a model-based discrete-event controller. 

Let fu be the desired discrete state of the plant. If the current discrete state of the plant, ~(k), 
is not equal to the desired discrete state, decisions have to be taken, by the controller, to drive 
the plant (back) into the desired discrete state. The controller may choose any discrete input ft 
from the finite set U. A logica! possibility is toselect from the set U, a discrete input, which may 
drive the plant into a discrete state ~(k + 1), that is closer to the desired discrete state fu. For 
this selection, the autornaton table can be used. 

The control strategy can be stated like this: 

Given the current discrete state ~( k), 
given the desired discrete state ftt, 
choose the discrete input that satisfies 

(3.1) 

Condition 3.1 does not uniquely determine ft. The choice can he refined by using additional 
arguments. These arguments are dependent of the plant and the performance specifications. For 
example, the leveland temperature in a tank have to he between two boundary-values: level-low, 
level high, temperature low and temperature high. If the plant is not in the desired discrete state, 
discrete control actions are executed. An additional argument can he that it is more important 
to, for example, drive the temperature into the desired discrete level, than the level of the tank. 

If for every discrete state the discrete inputs are selected to drive the plant closer to the desired 
discrete state, using the autornaton table, a new table is formed: The control table. This table 
represents then the discrete-event controller. 

An example is given next, to illustrate the idea. 
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3.1 Example of discrete-event control: The double integra
tor. 

Consider a car with unit mass, on a road with no friction present. The car can he pushed with a 
constant force to the left, to the right or no force is applied on the car. The model for this system 
is identical to the model of the double integrator. To derive the discrete-event dynamic model 
of the plant, the same set of boundaries is used. The automaton-table for this system is shown 
in section 2.5.1. Let us now draw a phase plot of the discrete-event dynamic system, for every 
discrete input, as shown in figure 3.1. 
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2
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.............. -... ~ ... -. . -............ ~- .......... . 
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.................. ~- .............. -:- ............... : ............... ~ ..... -.......... . 

1,1 ..._ 2,1 .+ 3,1 .. 4,1 + 5,1 

t 

Figure 3.1: Phase plot for the discrete-event dynamic model of the double integrator. The possible 
transitions for each discrete input are shown. The values of the inner boundaries are shown next 
to the dashed lines, the outer boundaries are omitted. 

Suppose the car's position and velocity at timet := 0 is equal to ~ := [1.5, +1.5]T-+ ~ := [5, 5]T 
and the objective is to get the car's position and velocity back to the origin, to ~0 := [0, O]T -+ 
~ := [3, 3f. The phase-plots show that for the inputs u:= 0 and u := +1 the system will stayin 
the discrete state ~ := [5, 5f; only u := -1 may drive the system to a neighbouring discrete state 
that is closer to the desired discrete state, ~(k + 1) := [5, 4f. Therefore, in the control table the 
discrete input u := -1 appears for the discrete state~:= [5, 5f. For ~ := [5, 4f again u := -1 
is selected. This way the entire control table can he built, as shown in table 3.1. 

Probierus using the discrete-event controller for the double integrator. 

The controller can he implemented in MATLAB and simulated in SIMULINK. The result is shown 
in figure 3.2. 
It appears from figure 3.2, the discrete-event controller is not able to drive the system into the 
desired discrete state. Although from the autornaton table it is shown that, if the plant is in 
;!';_ [5 3]T the plant may have a transition to ~ [4 3f. The problem can he located if we 
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x 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 
u +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 
x 1 2 2 2 32 42 5 2 
u +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 
x 1 3 23 33 43 53 
u 0 0 0 0 0 
x 1 4 24 34 44 5 4 
u -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
x 1 5 2 5 35 45 5 5 
u -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Table 3.1: Control table for the double integrator. 

_, 

-2 

~~--~_.----~_,----~.----~--~--~ 

" 

Figure 3.2: Phase plot of the controlled double integrator, using an discrete-event controller. 

zoom in on the discrete state i, := [5 3jT. 
As shown in figure 3.3, the discrete state can only have a transition in the -x1 direction if the 
continuous state x2 is negative. When the plant has a transition from to i_ [5 3jT to 
i := [4 3jT, the controller switches toa new input u. The system will then have no transition. 

In this case the problem can be overcome, by adding another boundary to the boundary-set of 
the state variabie x2 . A new control table can be derived, as shown in table 3.2. This controller 
is again implemented in MATLAB and simulated in SIMULINK. The results are shown in figure 
3.4. 
This controller is now able to drive the system into the desired sub-domain: I x1 I< 0.5, I x2 I< 0.5. 
For this simple system the problem could be solved. However it may not always be solvable. The 
outer-discrete states, which are adjacent to the outer boundaries have to be dealt with caution. 

The problem discussed above implies that the outer boundaries must not be crossed by the plant, 
that is the state-domain must be bounded. In this example this could be clone by building strong 
walls to constrain the state-domain. These "hard" outer boundaries would have to be included 
into the model of the continuous plant. 
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Figure 3.3: Zoom in of the discrete state ~ := (5 3f. The direction is shown in the arrows. The 
transitions are shown for state ü 0. The grey arrows represent the transitions over an outer 
boundary, which are not possible. 

x 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 
u +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 
x 1 2 2 2 32 42 5 2 
u +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 
x 1 3 23 33 43 5 3 
u +1 +1 0 0 0 
x 1 4 2 4 34 4 4 5 4 
u 0 0 -1 -1 -1 
x 1 5 2 5 35 45 5 5 
u -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
x 1 6 26 36 46 56 
u -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Table 3.2: New control table for the double integrator. 

'?'J .. ············ 
.......... 

-1 

-2 

~~--~4-----~,~~0~--~---7--~ 
X1 

Figure 3.4: Phase plot of the controlled double integrator, using the new discrete-event controller. 
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Chapter 4 

Examples 

4.1 Example water tank 

Consider the water tank schematically represented in figure 4.1. lt has an inflow F; at tem
perature 0; that is controlled by the switch s1 . lt also has an outflow F0 • The tempera
ture of the fluid inside the tank is denoted by 0. The fluid can be heated through a heater 
that is controlled by a switch s2 . The heat losses to the environment are denoted by CJR-

Q ---+-----" ------At 

Figure 4.1: Example : Water tank. 

on/off control elements 
heat fed into the tank when switch s2 is closed 
heat loss to the environment 
constant inflow of the tank when switch s 1 is closed 
heat fed into the tank when switch s1 is closed 
constant outflow of the tank 
surface of the tank 
overall heat transfer coefficient 
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A model for the plant can be derived using the mass and the energy balances. 

( 4.1) 

(4.2) 

The state variables of the plant are level and temperature and the inputs are the switch position 
ofthe valve, s 1 f{O, 1} and the switch position ofthe heater, s2 E{0, 1}. The state and input veetors 
are defined by 

The state-space model can be written as 

(4.3) 

( 4.4) 

(4.5) 

This set of equations is partially decoupled; the state transitions of the level can be calculated 
independently of the temperature. To calculate the transitions of the temperature, the second 
equation in 4.5 is set to zero 

(4.6) 

The intersection points of the temperature and the boundaries can be calculated independently 
of the level and thus the salution of this equation is an intersection point which is the same for all 
the boundaries of the other state variable. 

(4.7) 

To determine the direction of the transition to the next temperature sub-domain, the sign of the 
derivative è is calculated from the temperature equation next to the intersection point 

sign(G) 

Now the direction of the transition is dependent on the sign of the other state variable, unlike in 
the linear case. However in this example the other state variable, the level, cannot be negative 
and thus for this example the sign can be calculated as in the linear case. 
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4.2 A bath-tub example 

The bath-tub consists of a tank with a feed of hot water, a feed of cold water and a continuous 
outflow. The two inflows are controlled by on/off tabs, as shown in figure 4.2. The position of the 
cold and the hot tab are the discrete inputs of the system: the tabs can be either fully closed or 
fully open. The objective is to drive the level and the temperature inside the tank to a desired 
region using a model-based discrete-event dynamic controller. The model of the bath tub is 

Figure 4.2: Example : Watertank with discrete inputs. 

given by the mass and energy balances 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

The state variables of the plant are the level and the temperature in the bath-tub and the inputs 
are the switch positions of the valves, s 1 f {0, 1} and s2 f {0, 1}. 

The set of boundaries for each of the state variables is thosen as 

{0, 1, 1.2, 2} 

{0, 30, 35, 100} 

Combinations of the tab settings results in a set of discrete control inputs for the plant: 

(4.11) 

( 4.12) 

( 4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

For every element of the discrete set of inputs, a state-transition table is calculated 1 . The results 
are depicted in table 4 .1. 

From the autornaton table a model-based discrete-event controller is derived by chosing for each 
state the discrete input which drives the system closer to the desired discrete state. For this 
example the desired discrete state is chosen as (x 1 , x2) = (2, 2). The control tableis shown in 
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u(k) 
x(k) [00] 1 (10]1 [01]1 (11]1 
1 1 0 0 0 +1 0 0 +1 +1 
2 1 -1 0 -1 +1 -1 0 +1 +1 
3 1 -1 0 -1 +1 -1 0 0 +1 
1 2 0 -1 0 +1 0 -1 +1 +1 
2 2 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 
3 2 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 0 +1 
1 3 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 +1 0 
2 3 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 -1 +1 0 
3 3 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 -1 0 0 

Table 4.1: State-transition table for the bath-tub problem. 

!t. 1 1 1 2 1 3 2 1 2 21 
u 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 J 
i; 2 3 3 1 3 2 3 3 
u -1 -1 1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Table 4.2: Control table for the bath-tub example. 

table 4.2. The controller tagether with the plant were simulated in SIMULINK. The continuous 
initial state was chosen to he ~0 := [0.1 20jT. The results are shown in a phase plot (figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.3: Example : Simulation of the discrete-event controller for the bath-tub problem. 

1 A MATLAB program nlautom.m has been written to calculated the autornaton table fora non-linear model. 
See Appendix A for the program listing. 
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4.3 The inverted pendulum 

Consider the inverted pendulum as shown in tigure 4.4 

Fe {-Fo,O,Fo} [x ~ ~ $J ç i 
- ·- ·- ·- ·-- -lnED-Controllerr ·--- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ~ 

Figure 4.4: Control scheme of the inverted pendulum. 

The inverted pendulum consists of a bar with a mass at its end, flexibly mounted on a car. The 
model, which is described below, is non-linear, but does not include any friction effects. 

where: 
F(t) 
x(t) 
<P (t) 
m 

(m + mc)x- ml~2 sin <P + ml~ cos <P = F 

ml2~- mgl sin <P + mlx cos <P = 0 

Force acting on the cart 
The horizontal position of the vehicle 
The angle of the bar 
Mass of the bar 
Mass of the vehicle 
Length of the bar 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

The idea of this example is to control the bar in the vertical position using an discrete-event 
controller, which applies pulses of constant force to the car. To simplify the problem, the linearised 
model is used. The state equation of the linearised model ;i;_ = 4~ + B u, is 

where: 

[ 

0 1 

;i;_= ~ ~ 
0 0 

The input value u 
The state vector ~ 

0 
!!2fl. 
me 
0 

(m+me)9 
mei 

! ] ~(t) + 

Force acting on the car 

~ := [x, x, </J, ~r 

[ f l u(t) 

mei 

with the parameter values: me := 1kg, m := 0.1 kg, l := 0.5 m, g := 9.81~ 
u é{ -10, 0, 10} [N] 

(4.19) 

The example was taken from [Lun92]. The same conditions and boundaries are used. In distinction 
to Lunze we use the discrete-event dynamic model derived from the continuous equations. The 
objective is to control the angle and the angular velocity of the bar. The set of boundaries for 
the position and the velocity of the cart consist of only two elements, the outer boundaries, which 
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define the entire domain for these two state variables, and are, for simplicity, chosen equal to ±oo 
(equation 4.23). Therefore the value of the continuous state variables, position and the velocity, 
will always lie in the discrete state defined by their boundaries i.e. the plant will have no possible 
transitions in the x1 or x2 direction. Only the events of the discrete-event dynamic system in the 
X3 and X4 direction have to be determined. The set of boundaries for position, velocity, angle and 
angular velocity are chosen as 

Bx ·- {-oo, +oo} ( 4.20) 

Bx {-oo, +oo} ( 4.21) 

Bq, ·- { -7t)2, -0.210, -0.0175, 0.0175, 0.210, +7r /2} (4.22) 

B· 
"' 

{ -oo, -0.87, -0.0175, 0.0175, 0.87, +oo} ( 4.23) 

The objective is to get the pendulum from any point in the state-space to the subdomain where: 

-00 < x 
-oo < x 

-0.0175 < </> 

-0.0175 < </> 

<+oo } <+oo 
< 0.0175 
< 0.0175 

==:::} ~ ·- [1, 1, 3, 3f (4.24) 

The autornaton table is derived from the linear state-space model, using the set of boundaries, as 
shown in equation 4.23. The transitions are shown in table 4.3. The first column of the table, 
labelled with x, shows the discrete states of the discrete-event dynamic model of the pendulum. 
The remairring columns, labelled as îi, show all possible transitions for every discrete input. Next, 

u(k) 
x(k) -3 0 +3 
1 1 0 +1 0 0 0 0 
2 1 -1 +1 -1 0 -1 0 
3 1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 0 
4 1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 0 
5 1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 
1 2 0 ±1 0 -1 0 -1 
2 2 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
3 2 -1 +1 -1 ±1 -1 -1 
4 2 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 
5 2 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 ±1 
1 3 +1 ±1 +1 -1 +1 -1 
2 3 ±1 +1 ±1 -1 ±1 -1 
3 3 ±1 +1 ±1 ±1 ±1 -1 
4 3 ±1 +1 ±1 +1 ±1 -1 
5 3 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 ±1 
1 4 +1 ±1 +1 -1 +1 -1 
2 4 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 
3 4 +1 +1 +1 ±1 +1 -1 
4 4 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 
5 4 0 +1 0 +1 0 ±1 
1 5 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 
2 5 +1 0 +1 -1 +1 -1 
3 5 +1 0 +1 -1 +1 -1 
4 5 +1 0 +1 0 +1 -1 
5 5 0 0 0 0 0 -1 

Table 4.3: Automaton-table for the inverted pendulum. 

two discrete-event controllers for the pendulum are derived, using the autornaton table (table 4.3). 
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4.3.1 Controller 1: 

The first controller is a discrete-event dynamic controller, derived as discussed in chapter 3: For 
every discrete state of the pendulum, choose the input u drives the towards the desired discrete 
state [1, 1, 3, 3jT. This red u ces the number of possible control act i ons for each discrete state, 
but unfortunately it does not result in a unique solution. The second derivative can be used to 
further reduce the number of discrete inputs, for those discrete states that have more than one 
possible choice of discrete inputs { equation 4.25) 

{4.25) 

For the second derivative a table, similar to the autornaton table, is calculated: For every discrete 
state, the sign of the second derivative on a boundary, is calculated, given the discrete input u. The 
calculation of the table is clone using the method to calculate the autornaton table. The results 
are shown in table 4.4. In table 4.5 the possible values for the discrete input u are summarised. 

ii(k) 
x(k) -3 0 +3 
1 1 0 +1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 +1 0 0 0 0 
2 1 -1 +1 -1 0 -1 0 
3 1 ±1 +1 ±1 0 ±1 0 
4 1 +1 +1 +1 0 +1 0 
5 1 0 +1 0 0 0 0 
1 2 0 +1 0 -1 0 -1 
2 2 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
3 2 ±1 +1 ±1 -1 ±1 -1 
4 2 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 
5 2 0 +1 0 -1 0 -1 
1 3 0 +1 0 ±1 0 -1 
2 3 -1 +1 -1 ±1 -1 -1 
3 3 ±1 +1 ±1 ±1 ±1 -1 
4 3 +1 +1 +1 ±1 +1 -1 
5 3 0 +1 0 ±1 0 -1 
1 4 0 +1 0 +1 0 -1 
2 4 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 
3 4 ±1 +1 ±1 +1 ±1 -1 
4 4 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 
5 4 0 +1 0 +1 0 -1 
1 5 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
2 5 -1 0 -1 0 -1 -1 
3 5 ±1 0 ±1 0 ±1 -1 
4 5 +1 0 +1 0 +1 -1 
5 5 0 0 0 0 0 -1 

Table 4.4: Sign-table for the second derivative of the model of the inverted pendulum. 

The idea is now to choose that particular control output which leads to a slower change of the 
discrete states near the desired discrete state [1, 1, 3, 3jT and a faster change elsewhere i.e fast 
change if the sign of the first derivative on a boundary is the same for the second derivative and 
slow change if the signs of the first and the second derivative on a boundary are opposite. The 
resulting discrete inputs are shown in a control table (table 4.6). 
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.i(k) 

1 1 
2 1 
3 1 
4 1 
5 1 
1 2 
2 2 
3 2 
4 2 
5 2 
1 3 
2 3 
3 3 
4 3 
5 3 
1 4 
2 4 
3 4 
4 4 
5 4 
1 5 
2 5 
3 5 
4 5 
5 5 

f 
s 

Selection for u( *3) from the 
N arrowing the possible val-

1't table. 
ues for u, using the 2nd ta-
bie. 

-1 
-1 

-1, 0 -1 
-1, 0 -1 

-1, 0, 1 -1 
-1 
-1 
-1 

-1, 0 -lf, Os 
-1, 0 -lf, Os 
0, 1 0 
-1 
0 

+1 
1 

0, 1 Os, 1f 
0, 1 Os, lf 
+1 
+1 
+1 

-1, 0, +1 -1s, Os, lf 
0, +1 +1 
0, +1 Os, 1f 

+1 
+1 

Table 4.5: Summary of the possible discrete inputs. 

Jast change of the discrete state into the right direction. 
slow change of the discrete state into the right direction. 

4.3.2 Controller 2: 

The second controller is derived from table 4.3 only. A graphical representation of this table is 
shown in tigure 4.5. 
Since allelementsin the row of the autornaton table (table 4.3) are non-zero, none of the discrete 
inputs is able to keep the pendulum in this discrete state. The objective for the second controller 
is then to keep the pendulum within the band around the desired discrete state (grey area in tigure 
4.5). From the autornaton table and the phase plot a second control tableis derived, as shown in 
table 4. 7. The discrete inputs were chosen equal to zero whenever the system is moving in the 
grey area. The two discrete-event controllers and the plant were implemented in MATLAB and 
simulated in SIMULINK. The results are shown in tigure 4.6. 
In tigure 4.6 we can see that Controller 1 has a slightly better performance than controller 2. The 
reason for this is that for controller 1 the aim is to reach the discrete state [1, 1, 3, 3jT, while the 
aim of controller 2 is to circle around this domain. Once the system leaves the desired discrete 
state, it is being pushed back into it, but due to discretisation and a limited choice in control 
output, the system is marginally bounded, but not asymptotically bounded. The performance 
could be increased by setting more boundaries, i.e. increasing the resolution of the measurements. 
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x 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 5 1 
u(*3) -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

x 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 2 1 1 4 2 1 1 5 2 
ii(*3) -1 -1 -1 0 -1 

x 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 3 1133 1143 1 1 5 3 
ii(*3) 0 -1 0 +1 +1 

x 1 1 1 4 1 1 2 4 1134 1 1 4 4 1 1 5 4 
ii(*3) +1 0 +1 +1 +1 

x 1 1 1 5 1 1 2 5 1 1 3 5 1 1 4 5 1 1 5 5 
ii(*3) +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 

Table 4.6: Control table for the inverted pendulum {Controller 1). 

00 

t • ·1,0 

-1,0,1 11 
~I \. 

0.87 
(I~) 

0.0175 <
·I 

(l,4) -1,0, I 

<-1 
(I~) ·1,0, I 

-0.0175 ........... :;------· 

(1,2) L.O,I 
-0.87 .... 

"'1,0, I 

-00 (1.1) •o,l 

-00 00 

Figure 4.5: Phase plot of the discrete-event dynamic plant, the inverted pendulum. 

x 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 5 1 
ii(*3) -1 -1 0 0 0 

x 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 2 1 1 4 2 1 1 5 2 

ii(*3) -1 -1 -1 0 0 
x 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 3 1133 1 1 4 3 1 1 5 3 

ii(*3) -1 -1 0 +1 +1 
x 1 1 1 4 1 1 2 4 1 1 3 4 1 1 4 4 1 1 5 4 

ii(*3) 0 0 +1 +1 +1 
x 1 1 1 5 1 1 2 5 1 1 3 5 1 1 4 5 1 1 5 5 

ii(*3) 0 0 0 +1 +1 

Table 4.7: Control table for the inverted pendulum {Controller 2). 
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Controller 1 
0.6 

,., 0.4 
·'5 
j 0.2 

:;; 
0 :; 

"' c: 
"'-0.2 

-0.4 
-0.1 0 0.1 

angle 

Controller2 

angle 

Figure 4.6: Phase plot for the two controlled pendulum, using each of the two discrete-event con
trollers. Initial continuous state: xo = [0, 0, 0.15, 0.08jT. 
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4.3.3 Boundedness of the pendulum: U sage of a new set of boundaries 

As was shown in the previous section the pendulum could not he bounded by the chosen set of 
boundaries. The boundaries were arbitrarily chosen. In this example a new set of boundaries is 
chosen which in the end will lead to asymptotic boundedness of the pendulum. To derive the 
autornaton table for this example, the linear model is used with the values of the parameters as 
shown in the previous example: 

[ 

0 1 0 
. 0 0 -0.981 
~ = 0 0 0 

0 0 21.582 

ut{ -10, 0, +10} [N] 

The set of boundaries for the position and the velocity of the cart again are: 

{-oo, +oo} 
{-oo, +oo} 

( 4.26) 

(4.27) 

To define the set of the boundaries for the angle and the angular velocity the third and fourth 
state equations are set to zero: 

X3 0 <=> X4 0 vu f { -10, o, +10} 

{ -0.93 ifu := -10 
( 4.28) 

X4 0 <=> X3 
2il 0 ifu := 0 21.582 

+0.93 ifu := +10 

This means that when the angle of the pendulum is smaller than -0.93 or larger than +0.93 
the maximum value of the force will not he sufficient to drive the pendulum back to the vertical 
position: the maximum angle values define then the reachability domain for the angle of the 
pendulum. From these values the set of boundaries for the angle and the angular velocity are set 
as: 

B.p ·- { ~7r, -0.93, 0, +0.93, + ~7r} 
B~ := { -oo, 0, +oo} 

( 4.29) 

(4.30) 

Only the set ofboundaries for the angle and the angular velocity consist of more than two elements. 
The state-equations for the state variabie ~ and ~ are decoupled, thus the possible transitionscan 
he calculated using only these two equations: The problem can he rewritten as a two-dimensional 
problem: 

il.(t) = [ 21.~82 ~ J ~(t) + [ ~2 J u(t) ( 4.31) 

This leads to the autornaton table, as shown in table 4.8. 

This tableis used to derive a discrete-event controller. The objective is to drive the pendulum in 
a vertical position. This leads to a controller, as shown in table 4.9. 

The controller and the plant are again simulated in SIMULINK. The initial condition is chosen 
identically to the initial condition in the previous example, : x 0 := [0, 0, 0.15, 0.08]T. The 
results are shown in figure 4.7. 
Since there is no friction a continuous switching of the force is necessary to keep the bar in its 
vertical position. In this case we allow for model relay-switching. The control settings are also 
used to control the pendulum using the non-linear model. As shown in figure 4.8 again the 
discrete-event controller is able to control and thus bound the pendulum. 
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ii(k) 
x(k) -10 0 +10 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 -1 +1 -1 0 -1 0 
3 1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 0 
4 1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 
1 2 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 
2 2 +1 0 +1 -1 +1 -1 
3 2 +1 0 +2 0 +1 -1 
4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Table 4.8: Autornaton table for the new set of boundaries. 

x 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 
ti(*10) -1 -1 0 0 

x 1 2 2 2 32 4 2 
ti(*10) 0 0 +1 +1 

Table 4.9: Control table for the new set of boundaries. 

The controller was implemented on an existing pendulum (The pendulum is located in the WFW 
lab. of mechanica! engineering). The model of the existing pendulum is more complex: The 
pendulum is mounted on a rotating arm. Friction effects are included. The result of the simulated 
plant and controller are shown in figure 4.9. The controller is, in this case, able to keep the 
pendulum in its vertical position for only about 18 seconds. After that time the velocity of the 
arm increased too much and the pendulum feil over. The cause for this failure may be found in 
the friction effects and non-inertial forces which were not included not included in the model of 
the pendulum. 

0.15 

0.1 

-~ 0.05 

~ 
~ 0 

i 
ij -0.05 

-0.1 

-0.15 

-0~.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 02 
anglo 

Figure 4.7: Phase plot of the simulation of the linear model of the inverted pendulum. The bar is 
driven back to the vertical position where it keeps asciilating around the vertical position. 
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angle 

Figure 4.8: Simulation of the penduturn using the non-linear model and the non-linear controller. 
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Figure 4.9: Si mulation of the real penduturn . The angle and the angular velocity of the rotating arm 
are denoted with beta and it beta dot. The angle and the angular velocity of the bar are denoted 
with alfa and alfa dot. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and suggestions 

5.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis we described a method to obtain a discrete-event dynamic model of a continuous 
plant given the continuous model of the plant, the set of discrete inputs and the discretisation in 
the form of a set of boundaries. We also gave a first approach to discrete-event controller synthesis, 
using the information of the discrete-event dynamic model. 

The method can handle alllinear systems and a large set of non-linear systems. The result is a 
discrete-event dynamic model of the plant which is complete within the accuracy of the continuous 
state-space model i.e. all possible transitions between neighbouring discretestatescan be derived. 

Minimization techniques are used to calculate the autornaton table in the case of non-linear sys
tems. However the problem of local minima is the critica! factor that limits the class of non-linear 
systems that can be handled. 

The method is fast since the derivation of the disrete-event dynamic model does not require 
integration. This is useful for online calculation of the discrete-event model. Therefore the model 
can respond quickly to changes in the system. 

The partitioning of the continuous state-space is a non-trivia! matter. In this thesis we use lin
ear boundaries, which mostly results in a non-deterministic discrete-event dynamic system. Non
determinism could be resolved by increasing the number of boundaries i.e. refining the partitioning 
of the continuous state-space. This approach has a problem: Increasing the number of boundaries 
results in increase of the number of discrete states, giving rise to what is called the state-explosion 
problem. A solution to this problem might be found in a different shape of boundaries. In the 
example of the two-dimensional oscillator it was shown that the discrete-event dynamic model 
could be made deterministic by choosing circular boundaries. 
The choice of boundary shapes, other than linear shapes, may cause practical problems sirree it 
leads to more complicated event-detectors. The domain restricts the possible partitioning strate
gies. 

Using open-closed intervals for a discrete state, results into a non-symmetrical discrete-event 
model. This problem may be avoided by choosing the discrete state to be an open-open in
terval. In this case, the boundary-lines are assumed omitted in the discrete state-space. This 
assumption holds if the system will never be exactly at a boundary line, which in practice is a 
realistic assumption. 
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The controller uses the discrete-event dynamic model of the supervised system and has the form 
of a look-up table. This makes the controller easy to implement. 

The approach discussed above, does not always lead to a deterministic controller and additional 
criteria are needed to make the controller deterministic. The selection criteria are problem depen
dent. Higher order derivatives may be of help. For example, the second derivative of the state 
may be used to make the controller deterministic. In the example of the water-tank the second 
derivative of the mass balance is given as: ft (A~;) = 0 i.e. the acceleration of filling is always 
equal to zero. But physically, the level in the tank will rise much faster if both inflows are switched 
on, than if only one inflow is switched on. 

5.2 Suggestions for further research. 

Despite recent achievements the area of discrete-event control is yet very much in its beginnings. 
Considerable progress in controller synthesis is expected from future research. Here are a few 
possible directions for future research that foliowed from the present work. 

The discrete-event controller was derived by "looking" one event ahead. It may be fruitful to 
examine if a MPC-approach can be used in combination with the usage of the discrete-event 
dynamic model. 

In the discrete-event dynamic model no information about time is explicitly reflected. The second 
derivative of the state function may shed a bit more light on this important missing factor. Some 
information about the amount of time between two events can be determined by calculating the 
largest path the system can cover in a discrete-state, given the discrete input. The time needed 
to cover this path is then the longest time between two events. 

The methad described in this thesis can only partially deal with noise. If the profile of the noise is 
not known, but sarnething can be said about the magnitude of the noise, the model may deal with 
this type of noise by changing the a boundary line into a "boundary band" . This "band" can be 
generated by replacing the original boundary-line by two boundary-lines. The values of the new 
boundary-lines are set equal to the value of the original boundary value ± a constant u, which is 
the standard deviation of the average magnitude of the noise. 

The state-explasion problem causes huge autornaton tables, where no useful information may be 
derived from. This problem may be partially reduced by only using part of the discrete state
space, insteadof the entire discrete state-space. For example at the start-up of a plant, a different 
part of the state-space is relevant then for the shut-down of a plant. Non-relevant states for an 
operation point can be left out in the derivation of the discrete-event dynamic model. 

From the autornaton table, some information on fault handeling may be derived. Assume the 
discrete-event controller is chosen the way is was described in chapter 3. In the example of the 
water tank with two flows into the tank one valve could be braken and the that particular flow 
is now constant into the tank. From the table some information may be derived if it could be 
possible to still control the plant with now only a part of the choices of the discrete inputs, and 
thus part of the autornaton table, available. 
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Appendix A 

• lauto2_ 4.m ~ program for calculation of the linear 2-dimensional discrete-event 
dynamic model. 

• lauto 3_2.m ~program for calculation of the linear n-dimensional discrete-event 
dynamic model (n>2). 

• nlautoml.m ~ program to calculate the n-dimensional non-linear discrete-event 
dynamic model. 

Subprograms for the non-Iinear program: 
1. model1.m, model2.m ~ file where the continuous model has to be inserted. 

2. gradm.m ~ file where the gradient of the continuous model has to be inserted. 

Subprograms for the three main programs 
1. DO.m ~ state discretisation program 
2. Combin ~ program which calculates a table containing all discrete states. 
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Program for calculation of the linear two dimensional discrete-event dynamic 
model. 

% -------------------------------------------------------- lauto2_ 4 :: 
% function [X,LinAutomat] = lauto2_ 4(A,B,u,Boundaries,n_Boundaries) 
% 
% ................................................................... . 
% Computes the autornaton for the continuous 2-dim plant { A,B} for the 
% discrete input u and the domain observer definition Boundaries. 
% ................................................................... . 
% This version can deal with completely decoupled states. 
% ................................................................... . 
% 
% arguments : 
% A 
% B 

:: state propagation matrix, continuous plant 
:: input gain matrix, continous plant 

% Boundaries 
% n_Boundaries 

:: ragged matrix of boundaries, the domain observer 
:: number of boundaries in each dimeosion 

% 
% results: 
% x :: matrix of discrete states associated with 
% LinAutomat 
% 

:: matrix of discrete changes (binary coded) 
0 :: no change 

% 1 := -1 
% 2 := +1 
% 3:={-1,+1} 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------

% 12:08PM 02-12-1994 H.A. Preisig 
% 14-01-1995 11:09 AM Iots offixes 
% 20/01195 16:45 derive this reduced procedure from linauto 
% 02111195 Expansion to partly and completely decoupled 
% states bij M.J.H. Pijpers 
% 30/04/96 16:30 errors corrected 
% -----------------------------------------------------------------
function [X,LinAutomat] = lauto2_ 4(A,B,u,Boundaries,n_Boundaries) 
% -----------------------------------------------------------------

% error checks =======----======= nothing done as yet 
[na,ma] = size(A); 
[nb,mb] = size(B); 
[nu,mu] = size(u); 
[nB,mB] = size(Boundaries); 

% error checks===========--=---== nothing done as yet 

% generateevent-discrete state space 
X = combin(n_Boundaries-ones(size(n_Boundaries))); 
nw = length(X(:,1)); 

% generate empty autornaton table 
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LinAutomat = zeros(nw,na); 

I = ones(length(X(:,1)),1); 

for i= I:na 
alielement=A(i,:); 
allelement(i)=O; 
element=find( allelement ); 

% loop through all states 

check= isempty(element); 

ifcheek ==I 
if (A(i,i)>O I A(i,i)<O) 

direct = sign(A(i,i)) % direction is given by this element 
x_int = -(B(i,:)*u)/(A(i,i)) 
dxmin = do((x_int+eps*direct),Boundaries(i, 1 :n_Boundaries(i))) % pull slightly 
dxmax = do((x_int-eps*direct),Boundaries(i,I:n_Boundaries(i))) % appart 
if direct== I 
if dxmin < n_Boundaries(i)-1 

for q=dxmin:n_Boundaries(i)-2 
w_ = find(X(:,i)=q); 
LinAutomat(w_,i)=LinAutomat(w_,i)+2 %transition up 

end %forq 
end %if dxmin 
if dxmax >I 

for q = 2:dxmax 
w _ =find(X(: ,i )-=q); 
LinAutomat( w _,i)=LinAutomat( w _,i)+ I % transition down 

end %for q 
end %if dxmax 

elseif direct=-1 
for q= I :dxmax 

w _ =find(X(: ,i)==q); 
LinAutomat(w_,i)=LinAutomat(w_,i)+2 %transition up 

end %forq 
if dxmax=(n_Boundaries(i)-I) 

w _ =find(X( :,i)==dxmax); 
LinAutomat(w_,i)=LinAutomat(w_,i)-2 %correction upper subdomaio 

end %if dxmax 
for q=dxmin:(n_Boundaries(i)-1) 

w_=find(X(:,i)=q); 
LinAutomat(w _,i)=LinAutomat(w _,i)+ 1 %transition down 

end %forq 
if dxmin==I 

w_=find(X(:,i)=dxmin); 
LinAutomat(w_,i)=LinAutomat(w_,i)-1 %correction lower subdomaio 

end %if dxmin 
end %if direct 

elseif A(i,i)==O 
direct = sign(B(i,:)*u); % direction is given by this element 
if direct== 1 

for I= I :n_Boundaries(i)-2 
x(i) =I; 
w _ =find(X(:,i)=x(i)); 
LinAutomat(w_,i) = LinAutomat(w_,i)+2; 
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end%for I 
elseif direct==-1 

for 1=2:(n_Boundaries(i)-1) 
x(i)=l; 
w_=find(X(:,i)==x(i)); 
LinAutomat(w_,i) = LinAutomat(w_,i)+1; 

end %for I 
end % if direct 

end %if A 

elseif check ==0 
j=element(1); 
direct = sign(A(i,j)); % direction is given by this element 

for I= 2:n_Boundaries(i)-1 %all intemal boundaries of state i 
x_int = -(A(i,i)*Boundaries(i,l) + B(i,:)*u)/A(i,j); 
dxmin = do( ( x_int+eps *direct ),Boundaries(j, 1: n_Boundaries(j))); % pull slightly 
dxmax = do((x_int-eps*direct),Boundaries(j, 1 :n_Boundaries(j))); % appart 

x( i) =!-(direct+ 1)/2; 
if (x(i) < n_Boundaries(i)-1) I (direct< 0) % outer constraint 
for q = dxmin:n_Boundaries(j)-1 

x(j) = q; 
w_ = find(all((X-I*x)'==0)==1); 
LinAutomat(w_,i) = LinAutomat(w_,i)+(direct+3)/2; 

end%forq 
end% if (I 

x(i) = l-(-direct+1)/2; 
if (x( i) > 1) I (-direct> 0) % outer constraint 
for q = 1 :dxmax 

x(j) = q; 
w = find(all((X-I*x)'==0)==1); 
LinAutomat(w_,i) = LinAutomat(w_,i)+(-direct+3)/2; 

end%for q 
end%if(l 

end%for I 
end%for check 

end%for i 

% -------------------------------------------------------------- LinAuto2. 
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Program for calculation of the linear n-dimensional diserete-e vent dynamic model 
( n >2). 

% -------------------------------------------------------- LinAutom :: 
% function [X,LinAutomat] = lauto3_2(A,B,u,Boundaries,n_Boundaries) 
% 
% ................................................................... . 
% Computes the autornaton for the continuous plant {A,B} for the 
% discrete input u and the domain observer definition Boundaries. 
% Linear continuous plant 
% dx=Ax+Bu 
% 
% ................................................................... . 
% This version can deal with completely decoupled states. 
% ................................................................... . 
% 
% arguments : 
% A 
% B 
% Boundaries 
% n_Boundaries 
% 
% results: 
% x 
% LinAutomat 
% 
% 
% 
% 

:: state propagation matrix, continuous plant 
:: input gain matrix, continous plant 
:: ragged matrix of boundaries, the domain observer 
:: number ofboundaries in each dimension 

:: matrix of discrete states associated with 
::matrix of discrete changes (binary coded) 

0 :: no change 
1 := -1 
2 := +1 
3 := {-1,+1} 

% --------------------------------------------------------------------

% 12:08PM 02-12-1994 H.A. Preisig 
% 14-01-1995 11 :09 AM lots of fixes 
% 23-02-1996 08:55PM Completed by M.J.H. Pijpers 
% 30-04-1996 16:40 Further debugging 
% -----------------------------------------------------------------
function [X,LinAutomat] = lauto3_3(A,B,u,Boundaries,n_Boundaries) 
% -----------------------------------------------------------------

% error checks ================== nothing done as yet 
[na,ma] = size(A); 
[nb,mb] = size(B); 
[nu,mu] = size(u); 
[nB,mB] = size(Boundaries); 

% error checks ===--====--============= nothing done as yet 

% generateevent-discrete state space 
X = combin(n_Boundaries-ones(size(n_Boundaries))); 
X = fliplr(X); 
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nw = length(X(:,l)); 

% generate empty autornaton table 
LinAutomat = zeros(nw,na); 

% split A into two matrices 
pmap=A>O; 
pA = pmap. *A; % one with the positive coeff 
nmap=A<O; 
nA = nmap. *A; % one with the negative coeff 

I = ones(length(X(:,l)),l); 

for i= l:na % loop through all states 
allelement=A( i,:); 
allelement(i)=O; 
element=find( allelement ); 

check= isempty(element); 

if check ==1 
if (A(i,i)>O I A(i,i)<O) 

direct = sign(A(i,i)); % direction is given by this element 
x_int = -(B(i,:)*u)/(A(i,i)); 
dxmin = do((x_int+eps*direct),Boundaries(i,1:n_Boundaries(i))); %pull slightly 
dxmax = do((x_int-eps*direct),Boundaries(i, 1 :n_Boundaries(i))); % appart 
if direct== 1 
if dxmin < n_Boundaries(i)-1 
for q=dxmin:n_Boundaries(i)-2 

w_ = find(X(:,i)==q); 
LinAutomat(w_,i)=LinAutomat(w_,i)+2; %transition up 

end %for q 
end %if dxmin 
ifdxmax > 1 
for q = 2:dxmax 

w _ =find(X( :,i)==q); 
LinAutomat(w _,i)=LinAutomat(w _,i)+ 1; %transition down 

end %forq 
end %if dxmax 

elseif direct==-1 
for q= I :dxmax 

w _ =find(X( :,i)==q); 
LinAutomat( w _,i)=LinAutomat( w _,i)+ 2; % transition up 

end %for q 
if dxmax==(n_Boundaries(i)-1) 

w_=find(X(:,i)==dxmax); 
LinAutomat(w_,i)=LinAutomat(w_,i)-2; %correction upper subdomain 

end %if dxmax 
for q=dxmin:(n_Boundaries(i)-1) 

w _ =find(X( :,i)==q); 
LinAutomat( w _,i )=LinAutomat( w _,i)+ 1 ; %transition down 

end %forq 
if dxmin==1 

w_=find(X(:,i)=dxmin); 
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LinAutomat( w _,i)=LinAutomat( w _,i)-1; %correction lower subdomaio 
end %if dxmin 

end %if direct 
elseif A(i,i)==O 

direct = sign(B(i,:)*u); % direction is given by this element 
if direct== 1 

for 1= I :n_Boundaries(i)-2 
x(i) =1; 
w_=find(X(:,i)==x(i)); 
LinAutomat(w_,i) = LinAutomat(w_,i)+2; 

end%for I 
elseif direct==-1 

for 1=2:(n_Boundaries(i)-1) 
x(i)=l; 
w_=find(X(:,i)==x(i)); 
LinAutomat(w_,i) = LinAutomat(w_,i)+1; 

end %for I 
end % if direct 

end %if A 

elseif check ==0 
j=element(l ); 

direct = sign(A(i,j)); % direction is given by this element 
ij map = ones(l ,na); % set up map all states 
ijmap(i) = 0; ijmap(j) = 0; % except i,j th 
pijmap = pmap(i,:).*ijmap; 
nijmap = nmap(i,:). *ijmap; 
Aiq =A( i,:). *pijmap +A( i,:). *nijmap; 

for I = 2:n_Boundaries(i)-1 % all intemal boundaries of state i 
for w = 1 :nw % all domains 

if (X(w,i) == I) & (X(w,j) == I) %all state but i,j 
Bqmin = zeros(na,I); 
Bqmin(find(pijmap )) = Boundaries(pijmap,X(w,pijmap )+ 1 ); 
Bqmin(find(nijmap)) = Boundaries(nijmap,X( w, pijmap) ); 
Bqmax = zeros(na,1); 
Bqmax(find(pijmap)) = Boundaries(pijmap,X( w, pijmap) ); 
Bqmax(find( nijmap)) = Boundaries(nijmap,X( w, pijmap )+I); 
if any(Bqmin = inf) 

infmap = abs(Bqmin)==inf; 
x_min = -Aiq * sign(infmap. *Bqmin)*inf; 

el se 
x_min = -(Aiq * Bqmin + A(i,i)*Boundaries(i,l) + B(i,:)*u)/A(i,j); 

end%if 

if any(abs(Bqmax)=inf) 
infmap = abs(Bqmax)==inf; 
x_max = -Aiq * sign(infmap. *Bqmax)*inf; 

el se 
x_max = -(Aiq * Bqmax + A(i,i)*Boundaries(i,l) + B(i,:)*u)/A(i,j); 

end%if 
if x_min > x_max 

disp('linauto >> min > max ??? ') 
end%if 
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dxmin = do((x_min+2*eps*direct),BoundariesG, 1 :n_BoundariesG))); %pull slightly 
dxmax = do((x_max-2*eps*direct),BoundariesG,1:n_BoundariesG))); % appart 

dummy = [i,j,l, w ,direct,x_min,x_max,dxmin,dxmax,Bqmin ',Bqmax']; 
%%%Bqmin' 
%%%Bqmax' 
%%% keyboard 

x= X(w,:); 
x( i) =!-(direct+ 1)12; 
if (x(i) < n_Boundaries(i)-1) I (direct< 0) %outer constraint 

for q = dxmin:n_BoundariesG)-1 
xG) = q; 
w = find(all((X-I*x)'==O)==l); 
LinAutomat( w _,i) = LinAutomat( w _,i)+( direct+ 3 )/2; 

end%for q 
end% if(l 
x(i) = 1-(-direct+1)/2; 
if (x(i) > 1) I (-direct> 0) %outer constraint 
for q = I :dxmax 

xG) = q; 
w = find(all((X-I*x)'==O)==l); 
LinAutomat(w_,i) = LinAutomat(w_,i)+(-direct+3)/2; 

end%for q 
end%if(l 

end%if(X 
end%for w 

end%for 1 
end %for check 
end%for i 
% -------------------------------------------------------------- LinAuto. 
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Program for calculation of the non-linear discrete-event dynamic model. 

%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
% function [X,Automat]=nlautom 1 (Boundaries,n_Boundaries,u) 
% 
% Computes the autornaton fora non-linear continuous state-space model 
% 
%input : 
% Boundaries 
% n_Boundaries 
% results: 
% x 
% Automat 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

:: matrix of the boundaries for every variabie xi 
:: matrix of the number of boundaries for every xi 

:: matrix of discrete states associated with 
::matrix of discrete changes (binary coded) 

0 :: no change 
1 := -1 
2 := +1 
3 := {-1,+1} 

% --------------------------------------------------------------------
% 8:07 PM 6/24/96 M.J.H. Pijpers :: version 1.1 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
function [X,Automat]=nlautom(Boundaries,n_Boundaries,u) 
% --------------------------------------------------------------------
% generateevent-discrete statespace 

X = combin(n_Boundaries-ones(size(n_Boundaries))); 
[nw,mw] = size(X); 
nB=length(n_Boundaries); 
I = ones(length(X(:,1)),1); 

% generate empty autornaton table 
Automat = zeros(nw,mw); 

% --------------------------------------------------------------------

for i= 1:mw % loop through all states 

for EB=2:n_Boundaries(i)-1 % loop for calculation of event for every boundary of xi 
XX1=find(X(:,i)==EB-1); 
XX1=X(XX1,:); %The elements that have to be filled => Transition to the right 
XX2=find(X(:,i)=EB); 
XX2=X(XX2,:); %The elements that have to be tilled => Transition to the left 
nXX1=1ength(XX1(:,1)); 

% Check signs for every subdomain, created as above 
for ds=1:nXX1 %loop for every discrete state for Boundary Bi 

% Compute transition between XX1(ds,:) and XX2(ds,:) 

% -> Compute domaio limits 
left_dom_lim = XX2(ds,:); 
right_dom_lim = XX2(ds,:)+ones(1,1:mw); 
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right_dom_lim(i)=left_dom_lim(i); 

% -> Compute boundary points 
n_Bound=2*ones(l,mw); 
n_Bound(i)=l; 
Boundp=combin(n_Bound); % ->discrete value for boundary points Binary combinations 
for iBpts= 1 :mw 

Bpts=find(Boundp(:,iBpts)==l); 
for nBpts=l:length(Bpts) 

Boundpoints(B pts( nB pts ),iB pts )=left_dom_lim( iB pts); 
end 
Bpts=find(Boundp(:,iBpts)==2); 
for nBpts=l:length(Bpts) 

Boundpoints(B pts( nB pts ),iB pts )=right_dom_lim( iB pts); 
end 

end 

% -> Substitute discrete values of the boundary points by real values. 
for j1=1:length(Boundp) 

for j2=l:mw 
real_Boundpoints(j 1 ,j2)=Boundaries(j2,Boundpoints(j 1 ,j2) ); 

end 
end 

% -> Compute signs at boundary points 
for rBp=1:length(Boundp) 

x=real_Boundpoints(rBp,:)'; 
fun=model1 (x,u,i); 

sign_model(rBp )=sign(fun); 
end 

% -> if necessary apply optimization 
sign_left=any(find(sign_model==-1) ); %true if one element=-1 :: transition to left 
sign_right=any(find(sign_model==1)); %true if one element=1 :: transition to right 

if sign_left 
if sign_right 

% -> write results 
w _ =find(all((X-I*XX:l (ds,:))'=0)==1); 
Automat(w_,i) = Automat(w_,i)+2; %Transition: right 

w _ =find(all((X-I*XX2(ds,:))'==0)== 1); 
Automat(w_,i) = Automat(w_,i)+l; %Transition: left 

el se 
% -> maximization 
w _ =find(all((X-I*XX2( ds,:))'==O)= 1 ); 
Automat(w_,i) = Automat(w_,i)+1; %Transition: left 
Bp=1; 
while Bp<=length(Boundp) 

options(13)=1; 
xO=real_Boundpoints(Bp,: )'; 
for nx= 1 :length(xO) 

if abs(xO(nx))==inf 
xO(nx)= 1 e 1 O*sign(xO(nx) ); 
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end 
end 
%search for maximum 
minmax=-1; 
x=constr('model2',x0,options,[],[],[],u,i,minmax,real_Boundpoints); 
% x=constr('model2' ,xO,options, [), [],' gradm', u,i,minmax,real_Boundpoints ); 
if sign(modell(x,u,i)) >0 

Bp=length(Boundp ); 
w _ =find(all((X-I*XX1(ds,:))'==0)==1); 
Automat(w_,i) = Automat(w_,i)+2; %Transition: right 

end 
Bp=Bp+1; 

end %while 
end 

elseif sign_right 
% -> minimization 
w _ =find(all((X-I*XX1 (ds,:))'==0)==1 ); 
Automat(w_,i) = Automat(w_,i)+2; %Transition: right 
Bp=1; 
while Bp<=length(Boundp) 

options(l3)= 1; 
xO=real_Boundpoints(Bp,:)'; 
for nx=1:length(x0) 

if abs(xO(nx))==inf 
xO(nx)= 1e 1 O*sign(xO(nx) ); 

end 
end 

%search for minimum 
minmax=1; 
x=constr('model2' ,xO,options, [), [), [) ,u,i,minmax,real_Boundpoints ); 
% x=constr('model2' ,xO,options,[], [], 'gradm' ,u,i,minmax,real_Boundpoints ); 

if sign(modell(x,u,i)) < 0 
Bp=length(Boundp ); 
w _ =find(all((X-I*XX2(ds,:))'==0)== 1); 
Automat(w_,i) = Automat(w_,i)+1; %Transition: left 

end 
Bp=Bp+1; 

end %while 

el se 
% -> minimization & maximization 
% -> minimization 
for Bp=1 :length(Boundp) 

options( 13)= 1; 
xO=real_Boundpoints(Bp,:)'; 
for nx=1 :length(xO) 

if abs(xO(nx))==inf 
x0(nx)=1e10*sign(x0(nx)); 

end 
end 

%search for minimum 
minmax=1; 
x=constr('model2' ,xO,options,[], [], [], u,i,minmax,real_Boundpoints ); 
% x=constr('model2' ,xO,options,[], [], 'gradm' ,u,i,minmax,real_Boundpoints ); 
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trans(B p )=sign( model! ( x,u,i) ); 
end 
trans_left =any(find(trans==-1)); 
trans_right =any(find(trans== 1)); 
if trans_left 

w _ =find(ali((X-I*XX2(ds,:))'==0)== 1 ); 
Automat(w_,i) = Automat(w_,i)+l; %Transition: left 

end 
if trans_right 

w _ =find(aii((X-I*XXI(ds,:))'==O)== 1); 
Automat(w_,i) = Automat(w_,i)+2; %Transition: right 

el se 
% -> maximization 
for Bp= 1 :length(Boundp) 

options(13)=1; 
xO=reai_Boundpoints(Bp,:)'; 
for nx= 1 :length(xO) 

if abs(xO(nx))==inf 
xO(nx)=lelO*sign(xO(nx)); 

end 
end 

%search for maximum 
minmax=-1; 
x=constr('model2' ,xO,options, [], [], [], u,i,minmax,reai_Boundpoints); 
%x=constr('model2',xO,options,[],[],'gradm',u,i,minmax,real_Boundpoints); 
trans(Bp )=sign(modell (x,u,i)); 

end 
trans_right =any(find(trans==l)); 
if trans_right 

w _ =find(aii((X-I*XXI (ds,:))'==O)= I); 
Automat(w_,i) = Automat(w_,i)+2; %Transition: right 

end 
end 

end 
end %ds 

end %EB 
end%i 

~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Subprograms used by the non-linear program 

function f=modell(x) 
global u i 
%Insert here the state space functions 
%------------------------------------------------------------------
%ff=[x(2);u]; %Double integrator 
%------------------------------------------------------------------

%------------------------------------------------------------------
% Waterbath Preisig 
ff=[-0.0048*x(1)+0.0048*x(2)+0.2392*u(1);0.0024*x(l)-
0.0038*x(2)+0.0012*x(3)+0.0002*u(2);0.0040*x(2)-0.0040*x(3)]; 
%------------------------------------------------------------------

f=ff(i); 

function [f,g]=model2(x) 
global u real_Boundpoints i minmax 

%1nsert here the state space functions 
%------------------------------------------------------------------
%ff=[x(2);u]; %Double integrator 
%------------------------------------------------------------------
% Waterbath Preisig 
ff=[-0.0048*x(1)+0.0048*x(2)+0.2392*u(1);0.0024*x(1)-
0.0038*x(2)+0.0012*x(3)+0.0002*u(2);0.0040*x(2)-0.0040*x(3)]; 
%------------------------------------------------------------------
f=minmax*ff(i); 

% Constraints. First constraint is the boundary 
%------------------------------------------------------------------
[nrBp,mrBp]=size(real_Boundpoints); 
LCon=real_Boundpoints( 1,: ); 
RCon=real_Boundpoints(nrBp,:); 
gg( 1 )=x(i)-LCon(i); 

a=l;b=2; 
while a<=mrBp 

if a==i; 
a=a+1; 

el se 
if (RCon(a)=int) 

gg(b)=LCon(a)-x(a); 
a=a+1;b=b+1; 

elseif (LCon(a)==-int) 
gg(b)=x(a)-RCon(a); 

a=a+l;b=b+1; 
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el se 
gg(b )=x( a)-RCon( a); 
b=b+1; 

gg(b)=LCon(a)-x(a); 
a=a+ 1 ;b=b+ 1; 

end 
end 

end 
g=gg; 

%-·················································································································· 

function [df,dg] = gradm(x,i,real_Boundpoints,minmax) 

% Insert bere the gradient of the model function 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
%df=[O 1 ;0 0]; % Double integrator 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------

%------------------------------------------------------------------
% Waterbath Preisig 
df=[-0.0048 0.0048 0;0.0024 -0.0038 0.0012;0 0.0040 -0.0040]; 
%------------------------------------------------------------------

df=minmax*df(i,:)'; 

% Constraints. First constraint is the boundary 
%------------------------------------------------------------------
[nrBp,mrBp ]=size(real_Boundpoints ); 
LCon=real_Boundpoints( 1,: ); 
RCon=real_Boundpoints(nrBp,:); 

ig=zeros{l,:mrBp); 
gg=ig; 
gg(l,i)=1; 

a=1;b=2; 
while a<=mGp 

ifa==i; 
a=a+1; 

el se 
if (RCon(a)=inf) 

gg(b,:)=ig; 
gg(b,a)=-1; 

a=a+ 1 ;b=b+ 1; 
elseif (LCon(a)=-inf) 

gg(b,:)=ig; 
gg(b,a)=1; 

else 
a=a+ 1 ;b=b+ 1; 

gg(b,:)=ig; 
gg(b,a)=1; 
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b=b+1; 
gg(b,:)=ig; 

gg(b,a)=-1; 
a=a+ 1 ;b=b+ 1; 

end 
end 

end 

dg=gg'; 

% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Subprograms used by all main programs 
% ========================================= combin :: 
% 
% Purpose : generate a matrix with all combinations of the numbers 
% l..n1,1..n2, .... 
% 
% Input : vector of numbers integer > 1 
% 
% Output : matrix with all combinations 
% 
% May 24, 1992 H.A. Preisig 
% -----------------------------------------------------------------

function A = combin(n) 

A= [l:n(l)]'; 

for i = 2:length(n) 
I= ones(size(A(:, 1))); 
O=A; 
A= [A,I]; 
for j = 2:n(i) 

end 
end 

return 
end 

A= [A;O,j*I]; 

% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% ------------------------------------------------------------- DO :: 
% function eddsig = do(signal,Boundaries) 
% 
% signal :: signal value which is to be state-discretized 
% Boundaries ::vector of boundaries, the parameters of the DO 
% 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------

%03-12-1994 12:47 PM H.A. Preisig 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
function eddsig = DO(signal,Boundaries) 

eddsig = max(find(Boundaries < signal)); 
if signal = Boundaries(length(Boundaries)) 
eddsig = length(Boundaries )-1; 

end 
if signal == Boundaries(1) 
eddsig = 1; 

end 
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